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Bush takes it ·Presldent 
No.oI ..... C.nCllda. 
GOP wins third straight term 35 8 
7 
G6:lrge 6uah 
Michael Oukakls 
Unknown 
34,680,444 
29,b09.469 
WASHINGTON WPIl -
Republican George Bush was 
elected the 41st pr~ictent of 
the United Slates Tuesaay, 
crust.mg Democrat Michael 
Dukakis in an avalanche that 
rolled across ail regions of the 
country anC: gave the GOP t'le 
White House for a third 
straight term. 
The easy win by the 64-year-
old Bu."h marked the first time 
in 152 years - since Martin 
Van Buren in 1836 - that a 
sitting vice president was 
elected preSident. It al!O'l 
meant that for the first timE' 
since the Democratic era of 
Franklin Roosevelt and Harry 
Truman four decades ago, one 
party will control the V;hite 
House for more than two 
consecutive terms. 
With 72 percent of the vote 
counted, Bush had 35,809,560 
votes for 54 percent of the 
popular vote, ''!;bile Dukakis 
had 30,374,354 votes for 46 
percent. 
By 12: 18 a.m. Wednesday 
Bush had camed 35 states 
worth 328 electoral votes and 
was leading in four with 95 
votes. Dukakis bad won eight 
slates worth 91 electoral votes 
and was leading in three for 21 
more. It takes 270 to win the 
presidency. 
Bush, celebrating his win in 
his adopted hometown of 
Houston, accepted victory at 
10:56 p.m., noting: "The 
people have spoken and with a 
full heart and with great 
hopes, I thank all the people 
across America who have 
given us this great victory." 
Accompanied by his wife, 
Barbara. Bush made special 
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Stat. Sen. GI.nn Poahard, lurrounded by hll 
.on O.nnll, hll wlf. Jo and hi. daughter Krll, 
ral •• 1 hi' arml In cII.bflltlon following a 
lpeach declaring hlm.elf the Ylctor In the fllce 
for the 22nd Congreallonal Olltrlct' ..... In 
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Poshard says constituents 
g~t the credit for his victory 
State's Attorney 
C.ndlda. ... 
Michael Maurtzlo 8,243 
W. Char1es "Chuck" co.-- 12,409 
By Seo« Pl!. ry 
StaffWrit&r 
With hi'l wife and two 
children at his side, an excited 
Glenn Poshard raised his hand 
in the air, gave a big thumbs 
up and claim .. d victory in the 
race for the 22nd 
Congressional District. 
"I never dreamed this would 
be able to happen," Poshard 
told a crowded room of sup-
porters at the Marion Holiday 
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"If this victory belongs to 
anyone, it belongs to you," 
Poshard said, thanking those 
who made his dream a reality. 
"No one has worked harder, 
no one has gone oui. and 
knocked on more doors and 
mailed more letters than you 
have. From the bottom of our 
hearts rr.y family thanks aU of 
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Note: information lor IIIbIe IIIkaI lit 1 a.m. thIe morning. SIory information 
may diller. 
Richmond rolls to capture eighth term 
By Phyllis Coon of his small headquarters. wearing out two pairs of tennis Legislature, Ricbmon~ has 
Staff Writer • 'Compared to other elec- shoes in the process. To stress been a supporu:r of fun~g for 
Chaiking up his eighth term, 
Rep. Bruce Richmond took 
more than tw~thirds of the 
vote in the 116th District, 
leaving bis opponent with little 
more than glued-together 
tennis shoes. 
Using a chalkboard to tally 
his returns, Richmond, D-
Murphysboro, was surrounded 
by ahout 25 supporters in the 
confident, "SeCure atmosphere, 
tions, I've gone throu~b the her conservative values, she SW-C, sponsonng funding for 
normal role of campaigning, glued the shoes back together such Universio/. I>rojects as the 
but I wasn't in a panic," and kept wearing them. Lesar Law Building and a $1.2 
Richmond said, She said sbe would vote million improvement project 
Richm(>:ld's opponent, against a tax increase, even if for Toucbof Nature, 
Frankie Eggemeyer, R-EUis it meant a higher cost for At 10:30 }I.m., Richmond's 
Grove, is a newcomer to education. chalkboard showed a landslide 
Southern Illinois politiCS. She "I'm for education, but I feel victory for him with 3,672 to 
campaigned on the values of that students should work for it 1,257 in Jackson County; 3,976 
hard work and less spending. - harder if necessary - and to 1,909 in Union County and 
Eggemeyer conducted a low get motivated," she said in a 1,974 to U.s in Randolph 
budget,' door-to-door campaign recent interview. . County, Eggt'meyer's home 
ofl the·,1bree-c~_tdistrict.i,,,q,~During his 14 yean in ~ ... county.; .• o , •. 
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Wednesday 5-10pm 
Dinner Buffet $ 5.95* 
Solad. Egg Drop Soup, Chinese Chicken Noodle Soup, Egg Roll, 
Crab Rongoon, Fried Wonton, Bor-a-Que Chicken Wing, 
Moo Goo Gal Pan. Ginger Pork. Beef w/Broccoll. Beef Almond 
Ding. Sweet & Sour Pork. Red Curry Chicken. Seafood Worix! 
Cantonese Spore Ribs & More. 
.... Iy Pm',-Mtnu. • ...hle pdc!II 
Dally Lunch luffet W/ ... a .. 'a.95 
*Brina ad in &. receive a free .oda 
CD 206 S. Wall-4S7--4S10 
\\.~~;::MlDlANDJ \\O"'a\I~: 1m-
\) Try Midland's own 
Hickory Smoked BBQ Rib 
Dinners and Sandwiches 
Kitchen open 1 IllJDo'l Ipm 
Carry-outs available 
Moo-Sat 11-4am-Sun 12-4am 
Old Rt. 13 WeatofCarbondalc:529-9133 
$ 1 o off 
ANY PERM 
CALL 
Karen Bost 
." •• " ... &1 
DeNa I 
Creative Styling 
rf:iTRDsl Dfflts 
"
4JUo;!¢:,a-y :-- tt ::: 
DETROIT 
$46 
t
Ask about our special 
companion fares to 
Drafts t some cities. Roundtrip from St.Louis 
t 
ALL DAY Restrictions Apply 
ALL NITE 529~5511 
d 700 S. ILLINOIS i 529-3808 III Washington ~'~~~"'i'i~~ ~~..."...~~ 
~~t· .. ····· 
F ~n.t;;.-::.~It;-... "' JI\~~' 
(/ 
Located at the Student Center Crosshalls 
Tbls week's Special 
11/7 .. 11/12 
Check out our everyday 
low prices on 6.packs 
of Coke & Pepsi products. 
Fishwich 
and 
Small Fry 
Sl.95 
Look for Next Week's 
Specials 
I Newswrap 
world/nation 
Death count from quake 
in China climbs to 939 
BEIJING (UPI) - The death toll from a powerful earthquake 
in southwest China climbed to 939 Tuesday as rescuers struggled 
to reach isolated victims cut off by the disaster in the rugged, 
mountainous region. In the fU'St vidootape of the damage from 
the Sunday night quake measuring 7.6 on the Richter scale, 
Chinese television showed widespread devastation to bomes, 
mosUy Simple, mud-walled shacks collapsed or tonl apart. 
Laos announces new search for U.S. MIAs 
BANGKOK, Thailand (UPI) - The United States and Laos 
will conduct a joint excavation of a U.S. warplane crasb site next 
month to recover the remains of American servicemen killed 
during the Indochina war, the Laotian news agene, said 
Tuesday. The project will be the second U.S.-Lao excavation this 
year - the result of U.s. aid to communist Laos in exchange for 
cooperation in resolving the fate of ilmericans still listed as 
missing in action 13 years after the war ended. 
Extremists force tourists to flee Sri Lanka 
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka (UPl) - Hundreds of tourists aban-
doned resorts and Docked to Colombo to await flights home 
Tuesday as instability sown by Sinhalese radica1s sparked panic 
buying and disrupted communications, power and gasoline 
supplies. About 1,800 tourists were driven to Colombo from botels 
on-the southern coast of Sri Lanka after the government urged 
travel agents and hotel operators to send foreign vacationers 
home, officiaJs said. 
Iran, Iraq agree to trade wounded POWs 
GENEVA (UPI) - Iraq agreed Tuesday to exchange all sick 
and wounded prisoners of war, but otherwise the slow-moving 
Persi&.n Gulf peace talks with Iran remained fll'lIlly stuck on 
square one. "No progress on matters of substance," U.N. 
mediator Jan Eliasson of Sweden conceded to reporters before 
the two sides met again to discuss troop withdrawal and full 
POW repatriation. 
Typhoon kills 49, devastates wide regions 
MANILA, Philippines (UPI) - Typboon Skip blew into the 
South China Sea toward Vietnam on Tuesday, leaving at least 49 
dead and a wide swath of flattened bomes, destroyed crops, 
grounded ships and landslides in the Philippines. More than 
600,000 people were homeless after fleeing Skip, the third and 
most powerful killer storm to lash the Philippines in two weeks. 
Aging satellite cleared from space pathway 
WASHINGTON (UP)) - Government scientists Tuesday 
finished boosting a decrepit weather satellite out of the path of a 
busy space "highway" more than 22,000 miles above Earth. The 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration announced 
its controllers successfully completed a three-week rocket 
maneuver to push the deteriorating satellite out of the heavi') 
traveled pathway. 
Sisters who met in prison find half brother 
COLUMBIA, S.C. (UPI) - Two long-lost sisters who met 
during the summer in a South Carolina correctional center have 
found their ha'f brother, also a prison inmate. Frank Despiau, 
serving a 12-year sentence at the Walden Correctional In-
stitution, called one of his half sisters after his adoptive mother 
told him about the women. 
state 
Menard prison officials 
investigate inmate killing 
CHESTER, m. (UPl) - The Menard Correctional Center 
remained on lockdown Tuesday as prison officials investigated 
the weekend slaying of an inmate found stabbed and garroted in 
his cell. Department of Corrections spokesman Nic Howell said 
Lucas Gonzales, 36, of Chic:lgo was found in his cell Sunday at 
2:15 p.m. and was pronounced dead at 2:45 p.m. in the in-
stitution's hospital. Gonzales suffered three stab wounds in the L chest and one in the neck and had been strangled, Howell said. 
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Carbo·ndalei : voters 
unhappy with ticket 
By Megan Hauc~ 
Staff Writer 
; From the young to the 
'elderly, most Carbondale 
\loters were pro-choice -
anyone for the presidency tut 
!he ones on the par!~ ticket. 
campaign advertisements 
against Dukakis that were 
unrealistic. He cited a prison 
advertisement that showed 
inmates walking into a prison 
through a revolving door, 
hence walking right back out. 
"It doesn't happen like 
that," he said. "I don·t want a 
guy like that running the 
country. H he runs his cam· 
paign like that, think of the 
way he'll run the country." 
: "I'm not sure who I'm going 
io. yote for yet," Eileen 
Broadway said--SO minutes 
before the polls clQSed. "I'm 
not overly impressed with 
either one of them (Bush or Brien Hays, a student at Dukakis)." .. 
'Broadwav, ci- Carbondale John A. Logan College, said he 
resident for 45 yearS: said .she ;:r~Jc~~:t Bush rather than 
has yet to vote a s~ral~t . • "There wasn't a question in 
tick€t. . my mind who not to vote for .. 
• K~' 518" Ph01A! Kell~ Moronby, a freshma'; i'~ ~(itical sbi,~~~~" <Cj~~ior'i~ 'Ci'n~m~~;;b;'WlCl psychology, -at: 
from C~";ago, gives her bil!lot to Amy Katz, ·a Grinnell Hall Tuesd8\r.Bvenl~ .._ .... : 
.",Locally, I yote for the Hays said. "But it~s not tikI; 
pe~n, but ~t\onalJy! I ,~ote( (voters) had a wide choice or 
fm:.-the party, she said. My anything. I voted for Dukakis 
husband-and I ~lways split OUlj because I definitely didn't 
vote, ~na so dId my parents. want Bush in there." 
It's kmd of funny, but that's < 
~me voters; express -ipathy,: 
b'ut local-·turnol"'ts···are~:·gOOCl-:,'~:~: 
the way it always happened," One voter supported 
:Some University students Dukakis because "Bush has 
displayed apathy by not been vice president for how 
registering to vote in Car· many years now, and he hasn't 
bondale .. and not voting by done anything to improve the 
absentee ballot. problems (in the United 
By John Walblay a bar that was tuned in to 
Staff Writer election coverag~. . 
As "Hear ye, hear ye, the 
polls are now closed, " sounded 
across Carbondale, students at 
Grinnell Hall asked, "What's 
for dinner," and patrons in 
local bars called, "Hey, turn 
tht~ Bulls game on." 
Though most Carbondale 
precincts reported turnouts of 
up to B5 percent of their 
registered voters, many voices 
told of apathetic reservations 
to vote in the presidential race. 
"I don't know, I think a lot of 
people don't vote because they 
really don't care either way," 
said Paul Sermersheim. "And 
some of them say they're just 
voting for the lesser of two 
evils." 
At Stix, The American Tap 
and The Mississippi Flyway, 
the crowd seemed more 
concerned with watching 
Michael Jordan slam dunk 
than finding out whom the next 
president would be. 
Graduate student Jim Payne 
stopped by Stix during an 
unsuccessful attempt to locate 
Payne drew a double-take 
frol!, the bartender after 
asking if they were going to 
tune in to election results. 
"There is a game on," said 
bartender Shari Blough, "If we 
turn it off everyone will go 
over to the Tap." 
Though som(; people chose 
not to vote, others who planned 
to vote ran into a last minute 
problem. 
The trouble for many 
students was that many tailed 
to change their address after 
moving at the beginning of the 
year - as many as ISO 
students were turned away 
according to officials at the 
Grinnell Hall poll. 
At Grinell Hall, polling of-
ficials reported the turnout 
there was already .at ~5 voters 
at 5:10 p.m., which IS about 
three times the typical tur-
nout. 
Rates in voter turnout were 
similiar around Carbondale 
precincts. 
At 4: SO p.m. at The Newman 
Center polling place, Terry 
Christoff, Carbondale 
resident, said voters showed 
well at the polls. 
"It's up by at least SO per-
cent from the last presidential 
election," Christoff said. 
The poll at Carbondale 
Commumty High School 
reported 60 percent of its 
precinct's registered voters 
had voted with approximately 
one hour remaining before the 
closing of the polls. 
rhe Senior Citizen Center 
claimed to ha\'e ap-
p:"-oxiamately 65 percent of 
their voters in from the two 
precincts there. The 7th 
Precinct there reported a 
large majority of fil'st-time 
voters coming out to vote. 
"A lot of first-time voters 
have turned out as well, if not 
better, than normal," Frank 
Tebow, poll official, said. 
Tebow compared the turnout 
to Presidt..lt Reagan's first 
election eight years ago and 
Richard Nixon's first-term 
electinn. 
• "~'i1'.s..too much of_ a pain," 
ane sophomore said. "1 voted 
locally last year because my 
mother sent me an absentee 
ballot from h")me. I told her not 
to bother this year - to go 
ahead and vote for me." 
One underclassman said he 
failed to register to vote 
because of prior com-
mittments. 
"I missed the last day 
because I bad too much 
homework," be said. 
Ron Hulvey, a resident's 
assistan! in Schneider Han, 
said he voted for George Bush 
because Bush's views on the 
nation's defense policy were 
closer to his tbBn Michael 
Dukakis'. 
"I think we can loosen up on 
the nuclear arms problem by 
showing strength," Hulvey 
said. "That's Bush's plan, 
anyway." 
But most voters interviewed 
wuuld rather have Dukakis 
follow in President Reagan's 
footsteps. 
A social worker who wished 
to remain anonvmous because 
his political beliefs could aff~t 
his future work, said Bush ran 
States) . 
"1 want· someone in there 
who is going to COI'centrate on 
the eroblems at home and not 
c~~go~~:res"'r~~~de~~me!h~ 
works in Murphysboro, said. 
"Personally, I can't see how a 
CrAlDtry can get along with 
r,ilier contries if it can't solve 
its own protlems." 
Another anti-Bush fan said 
he opposed Bush because: 
DukaJds was a more trutbh:J 
candidate. He reasoned that 
Dukaltis was in politics for the 
love of it and not for money, as 
Bush seemed to be. 
"With Bush, I felt that be 
was born into aU that money 
and that it was wealth and not 
reputation that has brought 
him as far as he's gone in 
politics," James Eliopoulos 
said. 
Eliopoulos, a resident of 
Carbondale Towers, said he 
voted for Dukakis because 
Dukakis seemed more in-
terested in politics for the sake 
of politics than for the sake of 
making money as a politician, 
as Bush has demonstrated in 
his years as vice president. 
Ragsdale 
remains 
coroner 
l Fewer cameras surround Simon 
By Phylll6 Coon 
StaftWriter 
Don Ragsdale was re-elected 
coroner of Jackson c"unty in an 
unopposed race. 
Ragsdale received 15,151 votes. 
"This is the first time I've run 
unopposed," the De Soto 
Republican said. 
Ragsdale was appointed 
coroner in January 1974 after the 
Jackson County coroner died. In 
November 1974, he was elected 
for a two-year term and in the 
three elections since he has been 
elected to four-year terms. 
As coroner, Ragsdale in-
vestigates all deaths where a 
person is not under a doctor's 
care, he saId. 
"That includes all accidents, 
homicIdes and suicides," he said. 
"I handle about 2SOcases a year." 
The office of coroner also has 
several law enforcement powers, 
such as serving papers to the 
sheriff. 
By Scott Perry 
SlBffWriter 
When Sen. Paul Simon entered the 
voting booth at ti.e Makanda fire 
department early Tuesday, there was 
no doubt whom he would be voting for 
to be the next president of the United 
States. 
But whom would he really like to 
have been be voting for? 
"I'd love to be where Mike (Dukakis) 
is today," Simon said. 
Simon noted that there were fewer 
cameras and reporters surrounding 
him as he emerged from the booth than 
t~re were in March during the Illinois 
l- . .mary. 
Simon was one of seven Democrats 
vying to be the party's presidential 
candidate. 
Simon dropped from the race April 7 
and since has been campaigning 
vigorously for the Democratic ticket of 
Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen. 
But Simon appeared to be happy with 
what he was doing and said there are 
"a lot of advantages to not having 
secret service around. " 
Simon said be was a "lit~e nervous 
about the presidential thiag," but was 
still confident the "November 
miracle" could take place. 
"It is a good day ahd we should get a 
good turnout," Simon said about the 
I weather 
It vC~.:~ .~,:; :;c C:. e,u.:<:: i!l,j~(.E.LJ:l ;'(\! 
Mike DuItakis in Southern Illinois ... 
But despite Simon's optimism, Bush 
was elected the 41st president of the 
United States. Pre-election polls bad 
Bush leading Dukakis in Illinois by 8 
percentage points, with 13 percent still 
undecided. 
A New York Times poU bad a 
majority of the undecided voters 
nationwide leaning toward Dukakis. 
Simon said it is important for Bush to 
begin good relations with Congress 
immediately. 
Simon said be told Dukakis, while 
flying with him from Chicago to Rock 
Island, the first calls he should make 
after winning the election should be to 
Republicans Robert Dole, minority 
party leader in the Senate, and Bob 
Michels, minority party leader in the 
House. 
Simon said there was no chance of 
the Republicans gaining control of 
Congress, saying it is "probable" the 
~eth~~~:.ill pick up one 0:' two seats 
Simon disagreed with predictions 
that Democrats will be a weak party, 
saying "These kinds of predictions 
take place aU the time." 
Simon then talked about past 
presidential elections where the same 
predictions were made. 
"We have two strong parties and 
we'll haVE: many good races in the 
fu~,,:e," he said. 
Sen. Paul Simon and Ilis wife, Jeanne, 
cast'thelr votes. 'lit IlrIe: MaksAda; fire 
dep.lri'nen~ Tuesday. 
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Carbondale, Marion 
must work together 
THE CHAMBER of Commerce has taken a com-
mendable stand on the planned exodus of Sears from the 
University Mall toa new mall in Marion. 
"We just have to work harder and that sharpens our 
competitive edge," James Prowell, ex(.cutive director of 
[he chamber, says. "I don't like to dwell on something [ 
can't control. We will work hard to keep Sears here, but I 
won't dwell on it if Sears definitely decides to move." 
We agree with Prowell's logic. We would like to see 
Sears stay, but \"e want the business community to con-
tinue to look to the future. 
THE FVTVRE holds the only answers to questif'ns 
posed by a new mall in Marion. . . 
The big question is whether the Manon wall will take 
business away from Carbondale, or help It attract more 
business. 
Prowell and the chamber already are looking at 
strategies that can turn the new mall into an asset and 
broaden the range of shoppers lured to Southern Illinois. If 
l\larion and Carbondale work together, the Jackson-
WilhaIr on County area can become a viable alternative 
to shoppers willing to travel to Paducah, Evansville, .Cape 
Girardeau and Fairview Heights for a bro;:oder selectIon of 
stores. The Marion and CarbonGale malls will be less than 
20 miles apart, which will make the location.of the malls 
attractive to shoppers that travel up to 100 mlles to larger 
malls near metropolitan areas. 
CO~SlDER THE ~EW tenants, Famous Barr and 
Venture, that will be moving into the University Mall. May 
en .. which owns those two stores, developed a mall in Cape 
Girardeau and has stores in the Fairview Heights mall. 
May Co .. one of the largest retailers in the nation, ob-
viously believes that the new location is going to draw a 
significant number of customers without taking customers 
away from its other stores. 
In-Marion, one of the centerpiece stores will be Dillard's. 
The Marion store will only be one uf two in the state. Again, 
the owners obviously see a market. 
The key to the success of the new mall, and the continued 
growth of the Vnivcrslty Mall is cooperation. The two 
malls will give tlte region a uniquf: resource. Southern 
llIinois willl:.e best served if these two malls compliment, 
rather than compete with, one another. 
Shopping habits form early 
FROM THE STUDENT'S point of view, the change in 
location of Sears may be just a matter of a few miles 
farther to drive to shop at the store. But, what is a minor 
inconvenience for the shoppers could have a dramatic 
impact on the coming gent:ration of shoppers. 
Consider the typical college student. Many are on their 
own for the first time. While they are on their own, many 
form habits that last a lifetime. 
l'l',TIL SEARS moves, the store will be right in the 
students' backyards. A student would have to consciously 
try to avoid knowing about Sears since it is one of the 
cornerstones of the iargest shopping area in this 
Cniversity town. 
We do not know how many students have become used to 
shopping at Sears while at Carbondale. We do know that a 
good deal of students come from towns where there are no 
large Sears stores. The exposure Sears has gained simpl)' 
by being such a presence in Carbondale, though, un-
doubtedly has lured many students in the stores. 
HOW :\1A:\Y students discovered Sears while at SIU, 
2.nd continued to seek out Sears stores once they left 
school~ We don't know and that figure would be difficu!t to 
measure accura tely. 
Can Sears gamble on removing its store from the middle 
of the student shoppe!' traffic and bank on students finding 
their way to Marion to discover Sears? That is the risk 
Sears should consider before making final its move to 
Marion. 
Quotable Quotes 
"Sure, it's nice to be able to outrun a purse snatcher or some 
other offender. but it's alsoan advantage for an officer to be able 
to move quickly to assist a heart-attack \'ictim or break up a 
fight before somebody gets hurt.-8ylvester Smith, a 42-year-old 
"it. LO'Jih ~jrpor·t ::)(JIiI'6msn one Intf'rnational Law Enfo/"Cll!llll8lt 
OJYID'i~ t~fiP'P;"'l)dlf~itjlj.¥~i'lgAowlI a suspe~t. 
"~lte 4. Dail .. "lZvDtian. !\'ovember 9. 1988 
Viewpoint 
Mingling among hardened criminals 
might discourage computer vandals 
AL THOUGH THE experts 
are tearing out their hair in 
frustration, there is a partial 
solution to the problem of 
computer vandals slipping so-
called "viruses" into com-
puter systems. 
While I'm basically com-
puter-stupid. I do know 
something about human 
nature. And that's where this 
solution can be found. 
First, we must consider 
what kind of person has the 
knowledge and the means to 
create a program and use it to 
disrupt the operation of 
computers at dozens of 
universities, the Pentagon and 
private corporations. That's 
what happened last weE'k. And 
it can happen any time. 
In this case, it was a 
graduate student, age 23, the 
son of a ccmputer expert. The 
father said his son engaged in 
his computer mis('hief because 
of "boredom ,. 
IN '.JTHER cases of com-
puter intrusion, the hackers, 
as they're called, had similar 
backgrounds. 
All have been white, from a 
comfortable mi1d1e-class or 
upper-middle-class backgro-
und. Your a',:erage black or 
Hispanic ghetto kid is not 
likely to spend his time trying 
new tricks on his Apple or IBM 
PC. 
lt's also likely that a com-
puter vandal is pretty smart, 
at least in the way smarts are 
measured in IQ tests. He'd 
have to be reasonably bright to 
know how to create an elec-
tronic "virus" and use it to 
create havoc. 
The 23-year-old who created 
the recent big mess has been 
described as "brilliant. " 
BESIDES BEING smart, 
chances are the average 
computer vandal is a smart 
aleck. Or, as some might put 
it, a smart-ass. A person who is 
arrogant and malicious 
enough to create a computer 
virus just for the fun of it, to 
show how clever he is. 
So how does society reason 
with someone from this 
background - intelligent, 
white, young, probably well-
off, well-educated and 
arrogant? 
Should we send him to a 
therapist, provide him with 
counseling, eXl'lain tf) him that 
wha t b.e ~~f do~~ i~ ~r;o~g? . 
ll\oi"1·lfllnk. 'Ill tnuetyr~ 
ronstructhe apprc.ach W<.luld 
Mike 
Royko 
Tribune Media Services 
c,'7ances are, some 
hulking con would pat 
the computer whiz on 
his pointy head and 
say: "Clarence, from 
now on, you answer 
to the name of 
Nancy." 
be to send him to prison. 
AS WE ALL know, most 
prisons are terrible places. 
They're terrible if you're 
tough, strong, mean and 
vicious. 
But they're even more 
terrible if you're young, not 
really tough, not exceptionally 
strong and not accustomed to 
being in close proximity with 
those who are mean and 
vicious and not at all im-
pressed with your IQ. 
For a person like that -
well-educated and accustomed 
to comfort and freedom - a 
prison would be a iiving 
nightmare. Mean guys 
grabbing you in the shower 
and doing unspeakable things. 
Sadists treating you like a 
£~3~Jfck~!' inA a f?!~n~ 
hawks. 
Chances are, some hulkin8 
con would pat the computer 
whiz on his pointy head and 
say: "Clacl:nce, from now on, 
you answer to the name of 
Jl:ancy." 
all the f wful things that have 
happene.j to brilliant Clarence. 
This woulrl have an mstant, 
one-word impact on other 
hackers who might be thinking 
of creating computer viruses: 
Terror. 
They would say: "Eeek, that 
could happen to me." 
Would this be fair, to impose 
so harsh a penalty on some 
brilliant, well-ed.ucated, up-
per-middle-class lad who was just "bored" and wanted to 
have some fun with his com-
puter skills? 
SURE IT would be fair. If 
someone picks the lock on my 
door, invades my home, rifles 
my files and destroys work 
I've been doing, it would be a 
felony. 
If someone breaks into a 
private corporation or a 
governmental agency and does 
the same thing, it would be a 
felony. 
The prisons are stuffed with 
poorly educated, underclass 
thieves who have stolen mere 
TV sets, stereos, cars and 
other insurable objects. 
What makes the average 
lout's crime any more serious 
than that of the high-IQ vandal 
who might use electronics to 
creep into a hospital's com-
puter system and wipe out 
patients' records? Or switch 
them around. Somebody could 
die becawe of that. 
WHAT MAKES the average 
thief's crime any more serious 
than somt'One who would in-
vade a university computer 
anO wipe out years of serious 
research? If he did it with a 
crowbar and a blowtorch, he'd 
surely go prison. That he does 
it with a computer program 
doesn't make any difference. 
The threat of punishment 
doesn't always deter Ute 
criminal who is dumb or 
desperate or dope-hungry. 
But someone, like the 23-
year-old brilliant graduate 
student, who is simply 
"bored?" Yes, it would deter 
him. It would scare him haH to 
death. 
So while the experts look for 
'!o:!lputer defenses against the 
creators of computer viruses, I 
pro~e a quick fix. Criminal 
THE FIRST computer whiz tria.s and stiff sentences. 
to go to prison would write If the computer vandals are 
home ahout his shocking, as bright as they think they 
unspeakable experiences. are, they'll decide that they 
And\ ~in~ ex.r.erts at instant don't want to be forcibly 
'commuillcatIim 'hHkers betrothed to .lome 'bulk of a 
would quickly spread ~:Ieeellmllte wita'A:iliuw8t iJssd. 
through their networks about and 10 tattoos. 
note of President Reagan, who 
campaigned tirelessly for his 
tw(}-term vice president and 
whose popularity was no doubt 
a major factor in Bush's 
victory. The president, 
declared the president-elect, 
"is simply one of the most 
decent men I have ever met." 
Dukakis, the Massachusetts 
governor, conceded defeat at 
~0:22 p.m., telling supporters 
m Boston that he had called 
Bush to congratulate him anJ 
"extend my best wishes to him 
and to Mrs. BUSh." He urged 
backers to work with the new 
p:-esident. 
The governor, 55, recountE!l1 
his campaign and stressed 
that it was importaqt for the 
people to continue to fight for 
the liberal causes he pushed 
during the past year, but 
which were soundly rejected 
by the electorate. 
But while voters gave Bush 
the presidential battle, they 
were keeping the Cm,gress in 
Democratic hands as they 
elected 33 mel.lbers of the 
Senate and the entire House of 
Representatives. 
Democrats kept their hold on 
the Senate by building a 
majority of at least 52 seats to 
40 for the Republicans. It 
appeared the makeup of next 
year's Senate would closely 
resemble the 54-46 Democratic 
edge from 1988. They also were 
sure l)f firm control of the 
House. 
Rep. Bruce RI~hmond, [)-Murphysboro, 
watch .. the election returns on television 
with steff and supporters In his Mur-
518tf Photo by Kurt 51.1mp 
physboro ofti.:". Richmond won the 118th 
District to captui!'l his eighth term. He 
defeated Frankie Egg"meyer. 
'Chuck' Grace to take over as state's attorney 
By Theresa Li~ingston 
Staff Writer 
Democrat W. Charles 
"Chuck" Grace won the 
Jackson County State's At-
torney race, defeating 
Republican Michael W. 
Maurizio. 
Grace, the current assistant 
state's attorney, captured the 
lead early Tuesday evening. 
With all 64 precincts tallied, 
Grace won with a 12,409 to 
8,243 vote margin over 
Maurizio 
"Everybody's been behind 
us and I think it looks good so 
far," Gu!'e said while wat-
ching the election results with 
his wife Barbara at the 
Jackson County Courthouse. 
During his campaign, Grace 
sliid he wanted to alleviate the 
tensions between black 
residents in Carbondale and 
the Carbondhle Police. 
Grace said he also favors 
capital pur.ishment in certain 
circumstances. 
Grace's credentials include 
16 years as a criminal and civil 
trial lawyer, 12 years in 
private practice, three years 
as a public defender and a 
position as the assistanl state' .. 
attorney. 
Grace's administrative 
experience includes 
management of the public 
defender's office, where he 
ha.ndled the budget and 
delega ted cases. 
Grace, a 1972 graduate of 
Bates College of Law, is an 
attorney at Feirich, Schoen, 
Mager, Green law firm in 
Carbondale. His wife is an 
instructor at SIU-C and' they 
have two children, Chip, 16, 
and Katey,3. 
At the Republican 
headquarters Tn~sday 
evening, Maurizio g~ve an 
indication of t.he kind of state's 
attorney he would ha,'e been. 
A sign under a keg of beer 
~~~~ ~;fnr:~i:f!e~~ffo~ J~ 
and get caught and I win, 
which I plan to do, you will be 
first (or me to nrosecute." 
Maurizio said he wouldn't 
run-for another elective office, 
atleast "r •. ill thi.s county." 
Mauri7io also saict hI;: wanted 
to open a line oI com-
munication with the llefense 
attornev so both could 
negotiate their cases in some 
meaningful way so people 
could move quickly and fairly 
through the criminal system in 
Jackson County. 
Crawshaw wins first race, 
remains county circuit clerk 
Calvo gets 5th District 
Supreme Court seat 
By Beth Clavin 
StaffWri"er 
Jennie Cra\l;haw has 
worked in the Jackson County 
Court system for the past 21 
years, but she ran and won her 
first c3mpaign Tuesday. 
Crawshaw, a Democrat 
from Elkville, retain .. <j her 
pusition that she was ap-
pointed to as Jackson County 
Circuit Clerk. 
With all 64 precincts coun-
ted, Crawshaw beat 
Re:>ublican challenger Bill 
Grob, 12,602 to 7,774. 
"I feel great," Crawshaw 
said. "This is my first cam-
paign and as a woman I think 1 
did pretty good." 
Crawshaw, 55, was 
promoted Sept. 1 to Jackson 
County Circuit Clerk by the 
juJges of '.he 1st Judicial 
Circuit. She began working for 
the office as a small claims 
clerk in 1968. 
Crawshaw campaigned that 
her experience was the reason 
voters show~ return her to the 
position, whIch is basically an 
administrative rather than a 
decision-making post. 
"A lot of your work (as 
circuit clerk) you really don't 
have the option to say I want to 
do this, I want to do that." 
818ft Photo by Ben M. Kufrln 
Patrick Kelly, Republican candidate for the 22nd Congressional 
District, iIInd his wife Jean art! in low spirits while. watching the 
return •• Kelly Iostto Gi.DnlP.G'ih!lr~. : .. I ,I. c~, . ; '.; ~L;: .. ;; I '. 
- .. , \-j\!'-': .... J .,'1' . ," j;.:':: 
Most ~f her work, she said, is 
mandateoby law. 
Crawshaw said the duties of 
the circuit clerk's offlce in-
clude responsibility for jurors, 
keeping track of court records 
and collecting of fines. 
Cra wsha w has three 
children 
"I'm i.ot ready to retire," 
she said before the election. 
During his campaign Grob, 
from Murphysboro, said he 
would like to keep the office's 
money in banks InStead of at 
the Carbondale office, and 
make the office more ac-
cessible to the general public 
by expanding the office's hours 
one day a week. 
By Beth Clavin 
and Diana Miv"",!Ii 
StaffWnters 
Democrat Horace Calvo 
defeated Thomas Welch 
10,423 to 9,339 votes in the 
5th District race for 
Supreme Court judge in the 
JaCKson County polls. 
In Williamson County, as 
of 1 a.m:today, he led 4,334 
to 4,039 with 27 precincts 
reporting. 
Both ::andidates from the 
5th Ai>pellate District 
running for the lllinois 
Supreme Court said they 
believe backgrounds and 
qualifications are im-
portant. 
Democrat Horace Calvo, 
61, of Glen Carbon said his 
experience and knowledge 
of how t!:e court system 
works qualifies him to-sit on 
the supreme court. 
Republican Thomas 
Welch, 49. of Collinsville 
said integrity and ex-
perience are the campaign 
issues and he is the only 
elected appellate court 
judge for the 5th District to 
run in the election. 
He received a bachelor'S 
degree from the Umversity 
of Illinois. He received hiS 
jurispl1!dence degree (rom 
the University of Missouri. 
PO SHARD, from Page 1---
you for this dctory you have 
given us." 
Poshard's announcement 
came at 1/):10 p.m., three 
hours after the Illinoi') polls 
closed Tuesday. 
In his speech, Poshard made 
a promise to the people of the 
district. 
"I want to go th<;re 
<Washingtoni and be a good 
congressman. I want to do 
what's right. I want to work 
hard for Southern Illinois and J 
want to be hon~~ and truthful 
to the people. As long as we 
can ao that we will win again, 
because ..... e are going to do the 
best jot a congressman can do. 
I promIse you that and I thank 
you for it:' 
Poshard also U5ed the op-
portunity to thank his ... p-
AAQ'fot,! f;ltPqii J i ¥.e~ey dor 
, r( '''I }'.,J'" ~. : \ i··"o r t. I , f • 
being a "gentleman" and 
running "a fine campaign." 
Poshard said he wished the 
kind of campaign run in the 
22nd Congressional District 
c<'llld be run in every district 
t'.roughout the State. 
He praised Kelley, saying he 
has "some very d<.-ep belie(s 
and he'f, serious about those 
beliefs ., 
Poshard showed some 
compassion for his opponent, 
telling the crowd he knew what 
is was like to lose. 
"I consider you my friend," 
Poshard told K .. lley. "We'l; 
have to get together 
sometime.' 
Kelley told Poshard, "You 
ran a really good ca'llpaign. [ 
think the people of the dish ict 
were pleased with the cam-
paign." 
Poshard said he planned to 
sleep until noon today and 
wake-up to a late breakfast 
and spend some time with his 
family. 
After that he said he was 
Kelley called the Poshard gomg to get caught up on his 
headquarters immediately state Senate business am': 
after the victory an- prepare to go back to session 
nQuncement was made. The next month. 
two candidates spoke for about Poshard said there are still a 
five minutes about the cam- (ew things he would like to 
paign and congratulated one accomplish before heading for 
a.~ .. ,i[(['I'~ !O"JH1"'JI!Wa8hingtM'q:, .~[;iifl. 
II' ~.~, J 1iDalyEmtiilil)lo\re~~1988\J'Iagf!~ 
Health Advocates get a chance to teach, learn 
By Kathle.n OeBo 
Staff Writer 
One Health Advocate 
speakp,.r said an embarrassing 
sltuation while talking to 
students made her realize she 
did not have to be a perfect 
speaker. 
Health Advocates give talks 
to students in the residence 
halls or give out information 
about health in the offices in 
Lentz, Grinnell and Trueblood 
Halls. 
"I was giving a talk on 
healthy and unhealthy 
relationships. The paper I was 
writing on was the same color 
as the wall and I ended up 
writing on the wall in per-
manent marker:' Julie 
Beardsley, a Health Advocate 
speaker, said. 
"I WAS real embarrassed. 
This was one of my first 
preser.tations. The audience 
got a kick out of it. That's when 
I realized I did not have to be 
anyone other than who I was," 
she said. 
Students can get course 
credit by being Health Ad-
vocates, Cynthia Welch, acting 
Somethlng'S moved 
In witt, the Barclay 
family, and so has 
\.~t.e .. rror .... 
. " . ~ 
~,~~D5~1 
STARTS 
- .;.T.ONIGH:rL~ 
5:30 7:30 Q:30 
coordinator of the program, 
said. 
"The theory i.s that if you can 
reach new students, they'll 
know their health resources 
from then on," Welc~ ~aid 
She said Heal+h Advocates 
must enroll in Health 
Education 403 in the spring 
and then serve at least one 
semester as an active Health 
Advocate. 
STUDENTS lNTERESTED 
in the program need to speak 
with her or Anne Sondag, wha 
al£.o teaches the class. There is 
a brief interview and a 
questioru: tre to fill out, Welch 
said. 
Interested people are then 
given closed class cards 
because the course is open only 
to students with the in-
structors' approval, she said. 
Welch sald, "We have to be 
"ure they're doing it because 
they want to. We don't want 
this class to an overload." 
"The class is offered by 
restriction only. The soor:.er 
students get in here the better. 
I've already given out several 
clos{.{1 class cards and Annie is 
also doing this," she said. 
THE CO~SE is only open 
to those training for the 
program, Welch said. The 
course covers birth control, 
fitness, eating disorders and 
practice in public speaking for 
the Speakers Bureau, she said. 
Beardsley said she has 
worked with both the Speakers 
Bureau, the group that gives 
the talks, and the offices. 
"As far as the offices go, it 
was neat meeting people. 
Some petple come in regularly 
and you develop relationships. 
You never know quite what to 
expect. One guy came back 
and told me he had started an 
exercise program. Ifelt good," 
she said. 
BEARDSLEY SAID she 
gave talks on healthy 
relationships and date rape for 
One 
12" Two Ingredient 
Pizza 
for 6.95 
the Speakers Bureau. 
"There's a purpose to the 
talks. It's satisfying when they 
learn something. It's good 
getting up in front of people. 
You don't have to be perfect," 
sheSE.id. 
Wdch said, "The program is 
geared to the individual Health 
Advocate's growth as well as 
to service to others. The 
program is a big com-
mittment, but people seem to 
Jikeit." 
WELCH SAID only seven out 
of 50 students taking the 
course did not come back last 
year. The program has been 
offered since 1985 and is one of 
only a few student-to-student 
health infonnation programs 
in the nation, Welch said. 
"Health Advocates are a 
unique group of students. They 
are active, concerned, fun, 
giving and caring. They are 
the cream of the crop. They 
are the kind of students who do 
things, " she said. 
Welch said that both she and 
Sondag have been health 
advocates. 
Welch said the program 
wants the health advocates to 
serve in three areas. 
"WE WANT them to serve 
as models for their friends; to 
belp combat myths such as 
that giving coffee to a drunk 
can sober him up. We want 
them to learn about them-
selves and to feel healthy 
about themselves. And we 
want them to serve in t.he 
Speackers Bureau or in the 
offices," she said. 
Health Advocates ~ome 
from all .najors and can get 
course credit for the practical 
work through comrrumity 
development, me~ical 
prepatory, educahonal 
psychology, sociaJ work or 
other programs, Welch said. 
Beardsley suggested people 
"try it, because there's really 
nothing to lose. Even if no one 
else learns about health, you 
will. And that'll stay with you 
the rest of your life. " 
Available now at the SIU Health Service. 
Students •...................... $1.00 
Faculty. StaH. Retirees .......... $9.35 
Tt .. single shot .. """""rnend..d for peapkt between 
!h. ages of 18 and 55 who have chronic diseases 
and for healthy peaplG over 55. Pregnant women. 
pen;ons allergic ta eggl should not receive the 
vacci.... Persons wha are ill .·ilh a fever .houid 
delay vaccination until symptoms are gone. 
Wednesday ~ight 
DANCE PfiRTY 
Ladies - 53 at the door 
Plus 2 FREE 16oz. Cokes entitles you to a r~·~~s glass we'll 
fill all night with the drinks of your choice 
Guys ~ Come k, .!p the ladies company. 
Free Food Buffet at Midnight 
Rt. 13 E. Open8:00pm 529 .. 3755 
Dr. Harriett B. Rigas 
Alice In Engineeringland 
Wednesday 
November 9, 1988 
8:00 
Student Center 
Auditorium 
FREE 
Dr. Rigas' visit to SIU·C is sponsored bv the Women's Studies Program with the aid of a grantfrom 
Old Ben Coal CompaiiV, "\entOlviliinoig.' ' 
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Timex 
Watches 
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BIU('fi,'1I $218 Chili Brick lb. 
Polish 
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$ 
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Service Meat Case 
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cards al 50% 011 • 
Seafood Shoppe 
M::dl'~m Sbrimp ..................... " ... 8398 a.. 
L.;,bstp.r Tails 9 Oz. ............... _ ••. 8898 .. 
A~U~ie:!t;;~:.pj~: p~~dhlt.tsed Catfish ................... &258 ... . 
c;;t;' Meat ................................... $298 ... . 
;;t.;;e;;'i;.The-Shell Oysters.. 30e Eocb 
Hotel Bacon ~~~~~ 
('hiquita Golden·Kipt· Fr<,,1i u.an Family Pak DielSprile t~~tco~~:s~Te 
Bananas Ground Beef Sprite 
13~/$1 89~b. 69~iter Bottle 
HI,w!;,·I!' $268 F!~sh Crisp Old I"fissouri Petite Hams lb. 
Green ~bbage Boneless~ams_. \\1oH'Bdl $218 Chili Brick lb. 4Iba./$1 "$}38 ; Hlm>Ht·HSkllll(~..;.sllltlkt"t1or Polish $18~ Lb. Sausc.:ge Sliced Free 
Maxie'stHli Sunny Hill 
Kretchmeyer $1 99 Milk BoUedHam lb. 
Y .. I!,·, $349 ~J!J~J ~wis~ Chees_e ___ lb. P~~;to Salad 9 9 ~. 
. Red Grapes 
79~b. 
CaJik.mia Emporer 
T;l;'~~l ('0l'Il., $ 2 ~~Ct. PpM~p;:;~i"di"d$179 Hdl",.,~\)()' Bonn,S"e l7ZIlS " .... ,"""... Potato Chips 
Shamp~s& $}19 E<"knch& .... f&JUlDbo$1 99 2 $1 ConditIOners Franks I Lb. 
R~~k";N 7 Q ~ Ew,vd .. · t... .... Pnl.,. $ 215 Bags Roaster u. Sheez Whiz 16 7 Oz. Twin Pak Reg. 79' 
Tombstone 
Microwave 
Pizzas 
2/$3g~. 
'~r~~~fflo.-c~"'lFair2c~llr--~cm-_c-5lryFaJ.I'9· 1 r --l 
~~~.~i~ .. ~~.~ ... , .............. ".,. ~ 11~~~;~.~~~i .", ... w"_," .. ,,,~ I 
o'::'Ia';; ;,;:.:::::.=1.;:":....;. __ ~ r::1 ___ .I L 0:::' ~~aJ':':::''''' ____ ~:: ___ .I i ~c.ro..:"'" Coo.", F .. , c ..... r-- 'Locally Owned ~ i~~:: ..... , ..... !l~.~ !~~., '" _" ..... ' ....... rl6. .... ;/..:s..0 ---==~~~~~---~=~~~~'I 
r - -~e Country fair Couponr - - ' ... COMPARE THE BOTTOM LINE /-="--t-r:=--\ 
I 9 1702W.MAlN-CARIIONOAU:.llo 457-0381 
I Blue Bo.nnet. 1 ¢ We reserve tbe right to limit quantities 
f1~!!!rlDe COUNTRY FAIR, 24·HOURS A DA Y! 11"lwp"rn"II~,rJ 1"'1 !,:J:H!; ,'il«"'od 11·~X.~~llld 11·1.>·1'.'1 IlIrrJl 
in Oalry ()epa""""" PW '804 
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Registration helps in return 
of stolen bicycles to owners 
By Oanl •• Wallenberg 
Student Writer 
Several methods exist to 
reduce the risk. of bic:tcle theft, 
but registering bikes with the 
University is the best way to 
ensure the return of stolen 
bikes to the owner, SIU-C 
:iflcurity Police say. 
Theresa Nesler, a statistical 
clerk at the department, said 
the only way that students can 
g~t their bicycles returned to 
them is to have the bike's 
serial number' or the 
registration number. 
People think the only reason 
bicy1cles are registered is to 
make money, Nesler said, but 
without the registration 
number it is !!e8rly impossiblE' 
to identify a particular bike 
and return it to its owner. 
~:ELSON FERRY, police 
community relations and 
training officer, said that 
without serial or registration 
number he cannot release a 
bike wat has been impounded 
or recovered. 
Anyon..~ eould see a bike 
locked liP on campus or in the 
area where impounded bikes 
are kept at the police station 
and call, describe the bike and 
claim it, hesaiti. 
Acc.wding to a statistical 
report compiled by University 
.,alice, 162 bicycles were 
reported stolen in 111117. The 
total value of all the stolen 
bikes was $26,837. 
compile their statistics, Ferry 
said. 
Of the 59 bikes found and 
returned in 1987, 51 wt:re 
registered with the University, 
the re.,ort saic . 
The other eight bikes were 
returned when the owners 
presented serial numbers 
matching those found on the 
rec~=:rJr~s:m· be 
Without the 
registration number it 
is n~arly impossible to 
identi'y a particular 
bike and return in to 
its owner. 
locked up by the Saluki Patrol, 
Kristi Brammeier, member of 
the saluki Patrol, said. 
To get the bike unlocked a 
call must be placed to the SIU-
e Security Police and an of-
ficer will be sent out to remove 
the lock. A bike not claimed 
after 24 hours will be im-
pounded, 
FERRY SAID that two-
thirds of the Saluki Patrol's 
duties revolve around the 
bikes on campus. 
"Nobody likes the en-
forcement, but it is a very 
necessary job," Ferry saii ... A 
lot of times we recover stolen 
bikes before the people know 
they were stolen." 
When a bike is m.pounded, it 
is taken to the University 
Police Department and stored 
there until it is properly 
identified and tickets are paid, 
Ferry said. If after six months 
a bike is yet unclaimPd it will 
he dona ted to a local charity or 
church group. 
BIKES ARE impounded for 
reasons other than lack of 
registration, Ferry said. Bikes 
are impounded for illegal 
parking, fire code vi(llations 
and for blocking pedestrian 
crossings. 
To ria ve a bike registered the 
bike must have four reflec-
tors: one on each wheel, one on 
the hal".J1e bars and one behind 
the Sflllt, a parking division 
studeut worker said. Also, if 
used at night the bike must 
have a light. 
Registering bikes is a good 
way to get bikes returned, but 
,000 locks belp keep bikes 
,rom stolen, Brameier said. 
Using the smaller "U" 
shaped locks that cannot be cut 
jr. one of the best ways to 
i'revent thefts becuase m05t 
uther combination locks with 
chains are cut easily, 
Brammeier said. 
THE COST of a combination 
lock and chain is about $5. A 
good cable and padlock coot 
about $7 and $9 respectively 
and a "Uff shaped lock usually 
costs between $18 and $30. 
During University breaks, 
students in the resident halls 
are allowed to store their bikes 
in the~ rooms, Steve Kirk, 
assistant director of housing 
for resident life, said. 
Kirk said that there are no 
other places where bikes can 
be stored over breaks. 
See the Jifference? 
li Try a Chinese Diet! c/, ~ r~, L~nch CO~~O . . mel. soap, egg roll, fned nce • c eVeg~table Delight If t eel eMooGooGai Pan 
In ~~ ~i;.v tes eSweet & Sour Chicken ,> .. 
next lunc~ free. eBroccoli Beef $ 2 e 95 
Rt. 112~3;1 ummll 
The 
Ladies' Ni.ght at Rompers 
lr" After 9: • BACARDl & Coke '1.25 a~~: ... :..... Serving the Ladies r of Carbondale an Evening of Fine Wine : & Entertainment 
UP-THE RIGHT CHOICE 
On November 2. the lEA ran 8 !ull-page ad that read 
like a Cl'08S between a Harlequm romance and False 
Confessions. ~~y that they "do not need to 
exaggerate," bt!t do. 
A. They claim"S C IEA·NEA is a .•. broad-based, 
grassroots faculty organizatioo." 
HOWEVER, 
1. They have no consitiUtiOD or by-laws. 
2. VirtuaUy all literature is written and 
distributed by staff, most of whom have 
their primary assignments in K-12 
districta. 
3. They have only 24 members consisting of 
both A /p and faculty. 
B. They claim to represent more colleges and 
universities than AFT. 
HOWEVER, 
1. They distort their claim by not 
distinguishing between 4- and 2-year 
institutions, single- and multi-campus 
systems, or faculty-professional and non-
professional employees. 
2. AFT has 80,000 faculty members in 4-
year universities, with bargaining, NEA 
only has 50,000. 
3. IEA/NEA represents no 4-year faculty 
in Illinois; UP-1FT represents faculty at6 
universities. 
4. IEA represents 712 faculty members in 6 
c!)mmunity colleges; 1FT represents 3034 
in 31 colleges. 
5. IEA has no lobbyist assigned exclusively 
to higher education; UP-1FT has 3. 
C. They claim IEA's money will translat~ 
into better representation. 
HOWEVER, 
1. The lEA is over amillion dollars in debt. 
2. They say UP lacks resources because we 
refuse to spend members' dues for 
tailgate parties, or for tw~a-day 
mailings, or for 5 or 6 K-12 staffers to 
work the hal.1; of F:mer and Wham. 
3. IF1Y AFT res()urces enabled their locals 
to win elections and ba~ain contracts at 
6 of Illinois' 12 public untversities, so far. 
The IEA has never been close. 
4. To divert us froIn their fa lures in Illinois, 
they tell us about Minnesota and 
Michigan. 
D. They claim, "Our record deserves your 
support ..... 
HOWEVER 
It would be difficult to find a tangible 
record of ac('.omplishment for this SIUC-
lEA "organizing committee." UP/SIU, 
on the other hand, has a 17-year record of 
service. 
Y'>TE FOR THE UNION WITH EXPERIENCE IN REPRESENTING 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
VOTE UP I SIU, 1FT, AFT ON NOVEMBER 16 
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Moscow prepares for launch ARNOLP'S MARKET 
~~ All 12pk ....... ProcIucta -2.7' 
'Ield Smoked Ham -3.3'/lb 
Sirloin Tip IkNut -J.2'/lb 
Second shuttte 
attempt to be set 
in next few days 
MOSCOW (uPIl - Deter-
mined rocket engineers will 
make a second attempt to 
launch the Soviet space shuttle 
Buran on its delayed maiden 
voyage "in the next few days," 
Radio Moscow said Tuesday, 
to usher .n a new era for the 
Russian space program. 
"The Soviet press announces 
that the super-powerful 
booster rocket Energia and the 
reusable orbiter, Buran, are on 
the launch pad at the Baikonur 
space port," the an-
nouncement said. 
"The unmanned iaunch and 
test flight is to take place in the 
next few days. It was to have 
been carried out Oct. 29 but 
was postponed because of a 
technical mishap." 
No specific launc" date or 
time was given but an attempt 
Friday would coincide with the 
day two Soviet cosmonauts 
aboard the Mir space station 
will surpass a 326-day en-
durance record set in 1987 by 
cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko. 
The firsf. attempt to launch 
Buran ended in failure Oct. 29 
when a computer ::ystem found 
that an access platform had 
not retracted from the rocket 
as planned. Possible problems 
with the shuttle's navigation 
system also were mentioned, 
but no details were provided. 
In any case, Buran, which 
means snowstorm in English, 
is scheduled to compJete two 
orbits aroom! the Earth before 
making an a:Jtomatic landing 
about {our hours later back at 
Baikonur in Soviet Central 
Asia on a 3-mile-long concrete 
WELLNESS 
CENTER 
<..;ROCPS& 
WORKSHOPS 
lJEL~~t1\jG 
PO R-~ 
- !N 
RELATIONSHIPS 
A 1'0£ . ..., APPROACH TO 
DATE RAPE PREVENTION 
Cc:ne and learn what men ana 
wO!'!'len c~n do to improvE' the 
he~!lh (Ji 1helr re~bt10r:S~jp5 and 
prevcll( da:e: rape 
WEDNESDA'r'.l\OV.9 
7·9PM 
.-.ilss:s-sipp: Room. Student Center 
Co·S~vn.s.or~d b~' \Alomen's Services 
& Compu, Sefet, Fee Boord 
Taught by Bob R •• nlck ". 
MLSSlS51PPl H00rn 
Student Center 
THURSDAY. NOV. 10 
T·9P1v; 
The Alexander 
Technique 
run way just 7 Ih miles from 
the launch pad. 
tht'.1! are major differences in 
its design and purpose. " 
.'\ 
_~-::...-,-........... l\" The work to ready Buran for blastoff comes as engineers at 
the Kennedy Space Center in 
Florida are preparing the U.S. 
shuttle Atlantis for blastoff at 
the end of the month on a 
st:Cret military mission, the 
second American shuttle flight 
since the Challenger disaster. 
Instead of solid-fuel boosters 
and high-tech on-board main 
engines, Buran relies on a 
liquid-fueled Energia booster 
for the trip into orbit. Energia, 
currently the most powerful 
roeket in the world, is made up 
of a two-stage core vehicle and 
four liquid-fueled strap-on 
boosters. 
~!' '01 .... '. Coffee all grinds 390z. '5. 
Country.lel. 2% Milk '1.5'1 allon<t-r ......... .,:...;..~""' 
LocatM.uat I lis mil .. .outh of 
The international launch 
activity marks a first in that 
never before have two 
reusable space shut:Jes built 
by different nations stood 
ready for blastoff. 
Conrad Nagel, tht. engineer 
in charge of Atlantis's launch 
processing. said NASA 
managers Mve watched the 
Soviet launch preparations 
with interest ana that 
problems are not unusual 
when it comes to such complex 
space vehicles. 
"I'm excited to see them get 
into space with a spacecraft 
that's similar to ours. I think 
their people will be excited to 
see that thing fly when it 
finally does. I really wish them 
all the $Uccess in the world." 
Atlantis is scheduled to bla!lt 
off around Nov. 29 on NASA's 
27th shuttle flight since 1981. 
The Soviet shuttle looks 
remarkably similar to its 
American counterpart but 
The giant Saturn-5-cJass 
rocket was launched on i:S only 
other flight in May 1987 ilnd 
Wf'.Stern space experts have 
expressed surprise the Soviets 
would risk a costly space 
shuttle in what will be the 
rocket's second flight. 
But the Soviets clearly have 
confidence .'D the rocket 
system and tli~ debut of a 
space shuttle will give the 
Russian space program an 
unmatched capability when it 
comes to delivering payloads 
to orbit and bringing space 
cargoes back to Earth. 
"Since the U.S.S.R. plans to 
continue using all types of 
expendable rockets - light 
and heavy - Buran-type craft 
are not expected to fly very 
often," Vladimir Shatalov, 
head of cosmonaut training, 
told the !.:itest edition of the 
Moscow News. 
. ,can.puaonll.Open7day.aw_ f~" U . '. 7amtol0p~. i._",,_~~~~~ 
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Tres 
HOl1)tires 
Maic&l) Kt;taural)l 
.nternatlonal B.er 
"Ight Goei ••• flmerlcan .k'~.'~ .~.: ).l"V'\: 
1·lpm _~ Introducing: ~~ ~~~~~- , ¢f~CH~!:~~ 
8Se BJt-V 8S e 
11' N. 451-3301 
Tuesday, 10:30 a.m.--4:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Nov. 9, 12:30--6:30 p.m. 
Thursday, Nov. 10, 10:30 a.m.--4:30 p.m. 
Friday. Nov. 11, 10:30. a.m.--4:30 p.m. 
ALL 1st time donors will receive a 2 liter bottle 
of Dr. Pepper or Pepsi .• Donated by Pepsi. 
The USG is donating '100 for the RSO who brings in the most donon. 
Sponsored by: 
Daily Egyptian lnle.1£~~ncu 
Trip to the St. Louis Art Museum 
Saturday November 12, 1988 
Tickets are,S7.00-(includes round trip 
bus ano museum entrance fee) 
9'00 Bus leaves from the Student Center at 
, am and will return to SIU at 7:00pm that night. 
Tickets are available in the SPC office 
located on the 3rd Jloor of the Student Center, 
'For more information call SPC a I 536-3393 
sw-C VETERA~S' CLUB 
and ~P(! Exp'LE.Uiu£ c::Ih.t~ P'tE.u.n.t 
MIA/POW P~e.eDtatioD 
Scott Barnes 
author o'f BOHICA 
Barnes is an insider from the intelligence 
community telling his shocking story about 
the most heinous cover-up of the Vietnam 
saga. 
November 11,1988 
4:30pm 
St:udent Ce'Dter 
Auditorium 
RDMISSIO" IS' FREE 
For more Inf~ ~ii 536-3393 ~., ' 
The Madrigal 
Art Exhibit 
in Art Aile,. 
November 1· December 31 
#,,,"., " •• " 
Saturday 
& 
__ Sunday 
. r-~ - . 
___ . ~ __ .J~ November 
• ). 11 &12 
3,5& 7p,m. 
AdmIssIon S 1.00 
4th floor VIdeo Lounge 
. . 
J,~ ~ ~.~"4..~ _* 
Vets' Weekend 
'" • "", ."*,,. ",.,. 
!llllSII 
Thursday 
November 10 
7&9pm 
H~ • II II' II '" II.,. , 
)1 Blroy 
F~iday & Saturday 
_
_ N_o_v_e_m_b_e_r 1_1_&_1_2 __ 1 ( 7,9, &1 pm 
1I.1Z~4" 
1I/e ~~c!t WiNce Satarcl~ Hovember 12 
Shryock Rad.tor.am 8:00 p.m. 
TICKET REFUNDS MAY 
BE OBTAINED 
AT THEIR PLACE OF 
PURCHASE. 
REFUNDS MUST BE 
ACgUIREDBY 
DECEMBER 15,1988. 
For mc-re Information call SPC at 536-3393 
tHoq,usconw upwrtna CAlCh,.-sJogan lot-. uWC ,n promohngAIDS 
A~WMic.Janu.lll'Y23-28.1989 w.W6I11.tura"'pcopko', 
~""nannmgUwtPl"'bd&n·'.PIl'"\,"'f1tt'.J.r'V: t""" [de Ir.II'4' .. nlroiJ 
dJi,e.ow that can aftecl an.,.·ofl£ 
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Hb, Pkg, Meat ~ P-
Oscar Mayer F-~-=. -Wieners ..... . 
_ ... _" .... ',.11 '''DIII 
9'h-OZ Heat & Eat ,"' 0111 -,' G ~ 
Tenl"!!ssee Pride FR~ - II 
sausage&. '.... _ Biscuits. . . . .. ' 
_ ... _" .... '1 .• 
!00<t. Pkg. Kroger IU' 0111 GP OII~" , 
Famllv Pride ~, ~~ 
cotton r=~~r&._--. Swabs ....... ., U. 
_ ... _" .... '1.1, I"DIlGltDll;r'lllJlll'41 ~~~~t~ .~.~eii:= Asplrln ...... ~ ... 
~6'-o~.: K~~e~'" III 0111 GP 0111. _ ~~~tl Grain ,t'!!t'J+!S£Z£',~ 
Bread...... . ..... ~ ...... , " 
I11III"'_"000".' DIIE ~fJar1~~'esJ Kroger "' 0111 ~~I 
cottage ~.:!r;;=. Cheese. -' - - -,',0.;' 
At 80th carbondale Stores only 
_ ......... " .. 11" .. ,. IUtDllGPOIIlre. 
7-0z. Bag (Reg. ra-
Flavor On/VI ~!.. I CharleS Chl~s ~ .-
Potato Chip, 
_"'_" .. 11" .. 12'()z. Pkg. Frozen I 
Green Giant 
Baked -Lasagna., ... , 
HERE'S JUST A FEW oF OUR~. 
GoCMIallota , 
• .,p.,IM/III 51_ DI" 
Grain Feo cnOl'ce 
BOneless 
Chuck Roast 
GoCMI It IOtl Carbol •• 11 & 
•• ,phlbolll SlOrtl Oil' 
Fre-sh sc,=,nr UQlHd 
Clorox Limit 
BleaC" , 9l!e, 
Lb. 
cal. 
Plastic. 
Jug -
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SIl111 Photo by Kurt Stamp 
Mauricio Acosta, senior In radl;) and 161evision 
from Bogota, Colombia, sits in tne editing 
room he works in at the Cpmmunlcations 
Building. Acosta is the director and producer 
of the 'Mi Gente,' TV show. The show is 
produced entirely in Spanish 
Student-run TV show targets 
Spanish-speaking audience 
By Diana Mlvelll 
Staff Writer 
'Mi Gente' started over a 
year ago with a home video 
camera and no viewer!>. 
Produced by student volun-
tf!ers, the show now is 
broadcast twice a w~ on 
cable channel 33 to reach the 
Latin-American community in 
Carbondale. 
'Mi Gente' translates to my 
people in Spanish. The locally 
broadcast show is produced 
entirely in Spanisb. It is 
organized in a magazine 
format to entertain and inform 
on issues rela ted to tbe 
~~~~e~~c Illfn~fsul~~~n oth~~ 
parts of the country and the 
world. Eacb 30-mIDute 
segment sbows cultural ideas, 
experiences and traditions 
from various Latin-American 
countries. 
'HMi Gente' bas a budget of 
less than $100 per segment. If 
we did the sbow like a 
professional production it 
would cost close to $70,000 per 
segment," Colombian student 
Mauricio Acosta, director and 
producer of the show, said. 
"The show is 100 percent 
student produced," Acosta 
said. "We get good feedback 
that the show looks very 
'They Live' 
clears most 
at box-offlce 
professionaL' , 
The segment is divided into 
.four 5-7 minute topics in-
clUding one popular music 
video from a Latin,American 
country, an interview with a 
celebrity or outstanding figure 
in the Hispanic community. a 
profile on a Latin-American 
country and local and national 
news. 
'''Mi Gente' has a 
budget of less than 
$100 per segment. If 
we did the show like 
a prQfessional 
productuion it would 
cost close to 
$70,000." 
-Mauricio Acosta 
"We try to get as much in-
formation as we can into 30 
minutes," Acosta said. 
"We have Latin Americans 
bere that we can reach. The 
sbow makes them feel better 
here, more at bome," Ana 
Maria Acevedo, one of the 
hoslB of 'Mi Gente,' said. 
"A lot of pec,le don't un-
derstand the English language 
right away. This show helps 
them adjust," Acevedo said . 
'Mi Gente' isn't just for 
Latin-American students. Bill 
Johnson. adviser for the 
program and for the Student 
Television Production Com-
pany, Telpro, said the show 
gives people a chance to 
practice their Spanish. 
Johnson said 'Mi Gente' is 
good for Telpro because it is an 
opportunity for internati')nal 
students to work with 
Americans and vice versa. 
Acevedo said sbe volunteers 
on the show although it bas 
nothing to do witb her 
graduate studies in business 
because she enjoys being on 
TV, but sbe feels more belp 
could be used. Acevedo said 
the program could offer more 
variety if it had more volun, 
teers. 
"Eventually, we'd like to 
offer two different segments 
per month," she said. 
"Cross cwtural enterprise is 
always a good thing. Spanish 
as a whole is the second 
language of America. Non-
natives need to know what it is 
like," Jobnsonsaid. 
'Mi Gente' is broadcast at 5 
p.m. Mondays and 1 p.m. 
Saturdays on TCI cbannel33. 
lEA-nCR 
t-fC STOltE WIDE ~/isa 
Inventory Redaction. 
~ 20.S5~%Off~ 
Entire inventory Men's & Ladies 
Running, Aerobic, Basketball, Tennis 
Walking, Softball & more by 
Asics, Tiger, New Balance 
Avia, Saucony, Etonic, Lotto, Pony & more. 
S\\oes'ltSMt 
Aeroal From Old 1 ro;" Depof . On the Strip 
106 S. IIIlnoil 
M·Th 10-6. Fri & Sot 10·7. Sun 1-6 
I :d .... ' I;c III' 
~::(P(\\ I[)JI ~lfl'()W 
Four on 
the Floor 
BILLIABBS PABLOUB 
;Kd~~ w [jJa~ 
Gatsby Rack Girls 
529·3097 
HOLLYWOOD CUP!) -
Three newly released fUms led 
a disappoinliDgly slow motioo 
picture hit parade Jast week. 
Illinois Education ,4ssociation-NEA 8Q5A South University Carbondale, Illinois 6290t 618/457·2141 
§§55~55~~~~~~S 
''They Live," a new John 
Carpenter science-fiction 
thriller with political over-
tooea, topped the bcm-office 
rankiD':S with a gross of. ".8 
millioo on 1,463 screens. 
Runner-up among the 
week's top-grossing movies 
was another newcomer, "U2 
Rattle and Hum." It took in 
$3.8 million in 1,391 theaters. 
Most promising of the trio of 
films making debuts last week 
was "Everybody's All-
American," starring Dennis 
Quaid as a brilliant college and 
professional football player 
and Jessica Lange as his 
beauty-queen wife. 
Opening in 1,122 theaters, 
"Everybody's All-American" 
scored $3.4 million. 
TO ALL FACULTY ..... 
The SIUC lEA-NEA Organizing Committee invites you to meet Ann Sruidwick, President of 
the California Faculty Association, the largest higher education bargaining unit in the 
country. The meeting will be held in the Illinois Room of the Student Center on Noverr.ber 
9, from 4:15 - 5:30 P.M. 
Professor Sr .... dwick is in her second term as CFA PreSident, and has headed CFA's 
bargaming team. She is a member of the library faculty at San Francisco State Unversity, a 
member of the National Education's Standing Committee on Higher Education; she has 
served on the Academic Senate and has been a political lobbyist for higher education. 
We urge you to attend, especially those of you who are still undecided. Professor 
ShadWick, your faculty colleague. can give you a first hand accounting of the impact 
collective bargaining has had on faculty in higher education and how it has benefited 
faculty 
Gary Kolb. Pre~ldenl 
Exl'culive Board Members 
Dennis Ander~on lOLJi~ ~tr.l! k 
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Reactions varied 
among local Oems 
By Kimberly Clarke 
and Robert Baxter 
Staff Writers 
The 22nd District Dukakls 
campaign was buoyed by the 
fact its candidate won the 22nd 
Congressional District, despite 
losing the presidentird race. 
"It just shows how cohesive 
the Democrats are here," 
Scherrie Giamancc., field 
coordinator for the 22nd 
district, said. "Folks in all the 
counties vlOrked hard because 
(hey believed in the 
Democratic platform and 
Dukakis. We delivered to our 
candidate. I'm sorry the rest of 
the country couldn't see the 
light." 
The Dukakis crowd ap-
peared somewhat somber as 
early returns came in from the 
Eastern Time Zone, but 12 
phone solicitors frantically 
dialed numbers in an attempt 
to beat the 7 p.m. close of 
voting in Southern Illinois. 
One Carbondale resident 
said that at about 9: 10 he 
heard the "fat lady" hum-
ming. Less than a half hour 
later, the fat lady sang as all 
networks projected Vice 
President Bush as the winner. 
Dukakis workers didn't show 
much emotion until 10:20, 
when Dukakis appeared on the 
networks to give his con-
cession speech. The beer-
toasting crowd cheered wildly 
as Dllkakis spoke. 
Amon;;; those cheering, and 
wiping Wars, were Sandv 
Horrigan and Jodi Lyons. Both 
are Dukakis volunteers who 
flew from Boston on a four-
state swing that included 
Missouri, Indiana, Kentucky 
and Illinois. 
"I'm sad for my candidute; 
I'm hurting for Mike," 
Horrigan, a third-year law 
student at Harvard, said. "We 
won Southern Illinois handily 
and I love the people here. 
"I hope Dukakis winning this 
will send a message to the 
Bush campaign that Southern 
Illinois and the state are ready 
for a change." 
Lyons said they had visited 
truck stops, Boy Scout 
meetings and PT As trying to 
drum up last-minute support in 
the four-state region. 
"I felt he ran a good cam-
paign, a very clean cam-
paign," she said. "I've known 
Mike for six years and I feel he 
would have made a good 
president on the basis of his 
intelligence, sensitivity and his 
warm, caring nature for 
people." 
The Dukakis Headquarters 
in Carbondale reached 22,488 
households in the 22nd District, 
said Bill Keene, a second-year 
law student and co-coordinator 
of the headquarters. 
BeHer fire protection 
on tap for rural areas 
By Beth Clavin 
Staff Writer 
A referendum to lmprove 
fire protection for residents of 
rural Murphysooro, Pomona 
and Somerset was passed 
Tuesday by the voters of 
Jackson County. 
The referendum will 
establish a Murphysboro-
Pomona-Somerset fire 
protection district, which 
would give rural residents 
better fire protection. 
The area is served by the 
Murphysboro Fire Depart-
ment on a fee basis - as long 
as the person reporting the fire 
promises to pay $1,000 for its 
services. 
Because of the remoteness of 
many of the areas, firefighters 
may take up to 23 minutes to 
get to some fires, David 
Conrad, county board member 
said. 
A contract will be set up with 
the Murphysboro fire 
department to exclude the fee 
basis and give it money to 
upgrade its equipment, or a 
small volunteer fire depart-
ment would be set up in the 
area. 
on
A ~~=g ~!.!rda~~teb! 
established t..' make locating 
fires easier, Conrad said. 
"There would be a big im-
provement in the dispatching 
and locating of fires," Conrad 
said. 
Conrad said people think all 
county taxpayers will bear the 
burden of the fire protection 
improvement, but really only 
those that live in the fire 
protection district will have to 
do so. 
Voters give District 95 lift; 
tax referendum approved 
By Beth Clavin 
Staff Writer 
The referendum has been 
defeated twice in the past, 
losing by 25 votes last year, 
Carbondale Elementary forcing the district to borrow 
School District 95 got the help money for operations, Ralph 
it needed Tuesday from voters Litherland, director of 
on a referendum to increase educational services, said. 
taxes to help the district In the last year, District 95 
combat a $900,000 deficit. has eliminated 12.5 teaching 
The final vote gave District positions, the junior high 
954,425 "yes" votes to 3,330. health program, the foreign 
A sharp turn-around in language program and the 
returns signaled apparent junior high developmental 
victory for the district. Until reading program. 
about 10:30 p.m. the majority It also has shortened the 
showed mostly "no" votes, schoool day by 30 minutes and 
however, by 11 p.m. 1,387 has reduced the mu.,ic 
"yes" votes had been counted program by 50 percent, the 
to 957 "no" votes. physical education program 
"It's real victory for the kids by 55 percent, athletics 
of Carbondale," School programs by 80 percent and 
Superintendent Larry Jacober the speech program by 25 
said percent, J3.cober said. 
The referendum would in- Litherland said the district 
crease the property tax by 0.8 ranks the looth of the 107 
percent. simiJiar districts in the state. 
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SIIIII PhOtO by Alan H •• _ 
Sandy Horrigan, left, and Jodi lyon. are concedea on televlelo!:. Ek)th Horrigan and 
comforted by Bruce Hlmrlck, e third-year lew Lyone are from ~to" and volunteer coo,. 
student from Galesburg, ae Michael Dukakle dlnatore with the Dukakle campaign. 
Dukakis loses state to Bush 
as workers reflect on defeat 
By Kimberly Clarke 
StaffWrit6r 
People are Democrats until 
their house is paid for, then 
they become Repul)licans, a 
Carbondale resident of 20 
years said election night. 
The resident, who did not 
want to reveal his name, was 
just one of the 25 supporters 
Gov. Michael Dukakis had at 
the 22nd Congressional 
District Headquarters, all who 
worked long and hard hours 
for the candidate. 
The work did not payoff, as 
Rl~~~~!S :mew:i~ s=rt th~ 
presidential election to George 
Bush. 
"Dukakis is a born leader, 
Bush is a born follower, and 
lite American people deserve 
whatever they get," Bruce 
Nimrick, a third year law 
student and co-coordinator of 
the Headquarters, said. 
Nimricll: said he guarantees 
that in 1992 there will be a 
Democratic president because 
"the last time we had 12 yean> 
of Republicans we had the 
Great Depression. " 
Lloyd Haimes, the 22nd 
District volunteer coordinator, 
said "Bush deserved to win 
because Dukakis did not do 
what he needed to do. 
"Bentsen tried in vain to get 
him motivated but Dukakis 
basically threw the election. 
You can't blame the 
Democrats because we all 
worked hard. He didn't win the 
traditional Democratic states 
such as Michigan and Ohio 
because he didn't defend 
himself against Bush's at-
tacks." 
However, one student said 
that a Bush presidency is bad 
for coUege students. 
"It will be harder to get 
loans, there will be more 
pressure to raise tuition and it 
is going to be tougher for more 
people who want to go to 
college," Sam Ab:-aham, an 
undergraduate 
'Fearful' state voters reject 
constitutional convention 
United Presslntemational 
Voters rejected Proposition 
161 and refused to sanction a 
new constitutional convention 
to rewrite the Illinois con-
stitution Tuesday. 
With 23 percent of the ballots 
counted "no" votes out-number~ "yes" on a call for a 
constitutional convention by a 
margin of more than three to 
one - 613,378 against to 188,613 
for. 
"This is a landslide in the. 
making," said Chris LaPaille, 
a spokeswoman for the 
Committee to Preserve the 
Illinois Constitution. "A lot of 
it has to do with the cost. 
Voters told us spending even $1 
million on a constitutional 
convention is too much 
money." 
LaPaille said voters also 
expressed fear over ex-
tremists on both the left and 
the right and over one-issue 
groups gaining control over 
such a conclave. 
"Another strong seIling 
point is that our constitution is 
considered one of the best in 
the country," she said. 
On the two other con-
stitutional issues ot: the ballot, 
voters were approving 
amendments bringing Illinois 
voting age provisions into line 
with those of federal law and 
shortening the time tax-
delinquent property remains 
off the tax rolls. 
An array of special interest 
~ou:e lin~n:St~~i:~~r :~~~ 
vention question, which was 
placed on the statewide ballot 
by a provision of the current 
constitution requiring 
Illinoisans to address the need 
for changes in the basic 
governmental document every 
20 years. 
s;;~~ti~~f Ye::~~~~n~ 
referendum, voters can take a 
giant step forward toward the 
empowerment of citizens and 
away from the delegation of 
citizens' rifhts to an 
unresponsive legislature and 
government bureaucracy," 
said Ralph Nader, who en-
dorsed the idea of another con-
con. 
At issue, said proponents of 
coo-con, are such proposed 
reforms as an elected com-
merce commission. 
Eight Jackson Board spots filled_ 
By Nora Bentley 
Staff Writer 
Eight Jackson County Board 
sea ts were filled, seven of 
them by Democrats, Tuesday. 
In District 1, Republican 
William "Bill" Alstat beat 
Larry Fritsche, 1,892 to 1,53l. 
Bill Grob held this seat but 
lost in his bid to become 
Jackson County Circuit Clerk. 
In District 2, former 
Democratic circuit clerk 
James Kerley was a winner 
against 100year Republican 
incumbent Larry Lipe by a 
187O-to-1739 vote. 
In the District 3 race, 
Democrat Gene Chambers 
edged Republican incumbent 
George Holt, 1534 to 1507. 
Chambers held the District 3 
seat from 1972 to 1986, but was 
defeated by Lyle Attig in '86. 
Incumbent D. Blaney Miller 
won against Republican 
Chester Johnson, 1,572 to 1092, 
in District4. 
In District 5, Democrat 
incumbent David Conrad beat 
Republican Darryl Wisely, 
1201 to 1012. The two faced one 
another in 1986. 
The 6th District, incumbent 
Natalie Trimble won, 1391 to 
1,194, against Republican 
Lawrence Juhlin, assistant to 
the vice president of student 
affairs at the Unive"'Sity. 
In the 7th District, John C. 
Taylor will serve the 
remaining two years of his 
appointed term. He defeated 
Republican Ginger Mc-
Caughan, 1,087 to 764. 
In the other race in District 
7, six-year incumbent Greg 
Schaefer beat Republican 
Gerald Holmes, 1,010 to 849, for 
a four-year term. 
Goldenhersh wins 
in Jackson County 
By Nora Bentley 
and Diana Mlvelli 
Staff Writers 
Democrat Richard P. 
Goldenhersh defeated Tom 
Long 10,059 to 3,854 in the race 
for additional judgeship A in 
the 5th District in Jackson 
County polls and Republican 
Donald Lowery defeated 
Philip Rarick 9,577 to 9,425 in 
the race for additional 
judgeship B. 
In Williamson County, as of 1 
a.m. today, Goldenhel'l'h led 
4,288 to 3,973 and Lowery led 
4,668 to 3,886 with 'rl precincts 
reporting. 
Tne judicial candidates for 
!~ ~i~!i~:n~~~f~e i~:;! 
from the volume of cases to 
lengthy trials. 
Republican Tom Long and 
Democrat Richard P. 
Goldenhersh are competing 
for Judgpship A. a seat added 
to the 5th District. Republican 
Judge Donald Lowery and 
Democrat Philip Rarick are 
competing for Judgeship B 
another additional seat. 
Long says he won't cOlldone 
lengthy trials at the expense of 
the taxpayer. Long, who calls 
himsl"lf a moderatf' con-
servative, supports capital 
punishment, tough sentences 
for criminals, the rights of 
crime victims, enforcement of 
child support payments, strict 
interpretation of laws, ob-
scenil;y laws, family values 
and the right of Americans to 
bear arms. 
The 38-year-old native of 
Kankakee practices law at 
Farrell and Long, which 
focuses on business tran-
sactions. He also holds licenses 
as a real estate broker, in-
surance broker and certified 
public accountant. 
Phelps~ Rea keep seats 
in Illinois State House 
By Scott Perry 
Staff Writer 
David Phelps, D-Eldorado, 
~ and Ji"II Rea, D-Christopher, 
were both re-elected to their 
positions in the Illinois State 
Legislature. 
Rea, who represents the 
117th District, ran uncontested 
for the first time in ilis 10 years 
as a politician. 
Ph<!lps defeated Robert 
Winchester, R-Rosiclare, to 
keep his seat representing the 
118th district. 
Phelps won his first term in 
the Illinois House in 1984. 
Winchester was trying to 
regain his seat he lost when he 
decided to run for state senator 
in 1984, representing the 59th 
District. Winchester held the 
seat for the !l8th district for 10 
years. 
Rea continued to campaign 
and used the time to talk w;th 
the people of his district. 
A full-time legislator, Rea 
~;~r~~~ ~;~~~ ri~:r 
Congressional District's seat 
in the U.S. House of 
Representatives saying his 
years ot exper~en<:e a~d 
seniority m the Spnngfleld wi;U 
better serve the interests of hi! 
district 
Leading issues in the race 
between Phelps and Win-
chester were Phelps' vote 
against a tax increase and the 
loss of the Hardin County Work 
Camp. 
State Sen. Ralph Dunn, R-Du Quoin, 
tallies votes with his wife, Ellen, at his 
headquarters. Dunn held a 26,165 to 
SIs" Pholo by Ben M. Kulrin 
16,048 lead over challenger Gene Clark 
with 126 precincts counted in the 58th 
District. Clark is mayor of Desoto. 
Dunn re-elected to seat, 
representing 59th District 
By Richard Goldstein 
and Jackie Spinner 
Staff Writer 
Sen. Ralph Dunn will take 
a second term as Sl"nator for 
the 58th District, defeating 
Democrat L. Gene Clarke 
with 62 percent of the vote at 
ll:30p.m. Tuesday. 
Marking his 17th year in 
the Legislature, Dunn 
contributed his victory over 
Clarke to name recognition 
and service to the com-
munity. 
"I'm not in a real 
leadership position in the 
Senate, so I focus mostly on 
service to the people of my 
district," Dunn said. 
Dunn, R-Du Quoin, served 
six consecutive twcryear 
terms as a state represen-
tative and was elected to the 
state Senate in HlS4. 
Dunn complemented his 
opponent on running a good 
campaign, saying the De 
Soto mayor "ran a good 
campaign, even though he 
fussed about the mud-
slinging." 
The end of the campaign 
took on a nasty tone as the 
senate candidates accused 
each other of mudslinging. 
The 74-year-old Dunn ac-
cused Clarke, 56, of calling 
him . "senile" and trying to 
make the incumbent's age 
an issue. 
In turn, Clarke denied 
Dunn's charges and Siild 
Dunn had resorted to 
mudslinging by accusing 
Clarke of mudslinging. 
Escorting his wife in a 
wheelchair, Dunn greeted a 
receptiv'! crowd of about so 
supporters at his Carbondale 
headquarter>. 
Beer and ham sandwiches 
were served RS people 
watched the national elec-
tion returns on a large-
screen television. 
Down the hall in Dunn's 
o{(ice, three televisions 
shOwed the returns from the 
three networks, a tactic 
popularized - ironically -
by Lyndon B. Johns~n. 
Howerton, Chapman elected 5th District judges 
By Beth Clavin 
and Diana Mlvem 
Staff Writers 
Democrat Robert Howerton 
defeated William Evers 13,003 
to 6,733 and Democrat Charles 
Chapman defeated Robert 
Keenan 10,M9 to 8,385 in the 
race for 5th District Appellate 
Court judges in Jackson 
County polls. 
In Williamson County, as of 1 
a m. today, Howerton led 
with 6,012 to Evers' 2,734 and 
Chapman Ip..d Keenan 4,636 to 
3,677 with 27 precincts 
reporting. 
There are several dif-
ferences between the two 
candidates to fill the vacancy 
of Judge Charles E. Jones for 
the 5th District Appellate 
Court, 
Democrat Robert Howerton, 
45, of Carbondale said the 
fllinois appellate courts will 
have a great impact on crime. 
Lewis, Bigler retained 
as circiJit court judges 
By Jeff GrI .. ., 
and Th., ... Llvlngaton 
SlaffWlitsl'8 
Justices D.D. Bigler and 
William E. Lewis, Anna 
natives, were easily 
retained on the 1st Judicial 
Circuit Court Tuesday. 
Both candidates were well 
ahead of the 60 percent of 
vc.: Jft -needed for retention 
after the Jackson County 
votes were tallied. 
Both received more than 
75 percent of the votes in 
Jackson County polls. Lewis 
received an overwhelming 
82 percent yes votes after 'n 
precincts had reported in 
Williamson County, and 
Bigler had captured 75 
percent yes votes. 
The judges were named to 
six-year terms afterwhich 
they be eligible for another 
retention. The 1st Circuit 
Court covers n. counties, 
ilJcluding Union, Johnson, 
Pulaski, Seline, Massac, 
Pope and Alexander. 
Bigler and Lewis 
graduated from higb school 
one year apart and both 
gradua ted from SIU-C. 
Bigler received a 
bachelor's degree in history 
from the University before 
moving on to Vanderbilt 
University to attend law 
school. He returned to Anna 
and practiced law for 10 
years before being elected 
to the Circuit Court. 
He began practicing law in experience as a judge, said 
1968 in Herrin, then in Marion. judging cases is not a 
He was elected Williamson prerequisite for an appellate 
County State's Attorney in Ju~~eship. 
1972. 
Evers m, ~, of Collinsville 
wants residents to help bring 
Southern fllinois in step with 
the rest of the nation and away 
from the liberal judicial ac-
tivism of the early 19608. 
Evers, who halO not had 
Candidates for the 5th 
District to fill the vacancy of 
Judge John M. Kerns, Jr. 
disagree on the effects that 
campaign contributions from 
lawyers and special interst 
gro.ups have on judges' 
decISIOns. 
Democrat Charles W, 
Chapman, 46, of Edwardsville, 
said receiving campaign 
contributions can sometimes 
result in a conflict of interest, 
but accepting sucb funds does 
not always affect a judge's 
decisions, 
Republican Robert M. 
Keenan, Jr., 51, of Mount 
Carmel, does not accept 
campaign 'Contributions and 
said the practice can result in 
a conflict of interest. 
Husband and wife defeated 
in bid for circuit judgeships 
By Miguel Alba 
end Jeff GriM., 
Staff Writers 
David W. Watt and in-
cumbent John Phil Gilbert 
retained thelI' judgeships in 
the 1st Judicial Circuit by 
defeating husband and wife 
attorneys Ron Isaacs and 
Norma J. Beedle respectively. 
Gilbert defeated Beedle by 
more than 2-to-l and Watt 
downed Isaacs by a similar 
margin in the Jackson County 
polls. 
In Williamson County 
Gilbert led Beedle 5,032 votes 
to 3,608 after 'rl precincts had 
reported. No count on Watt and 
Isaacs was available in 
Williamson County. 
After 50 percent of precincts 
bad reported in Jackson 
County, Gilbert declared "I 
think I'm going to win." 
Isaacs and Beedle entered 
the race as thP. result of a 
write-in campaign instigated 
during the March primary. 
They decideo to run when they 
discovered their opponents 
were running unopposed. 
In their campaign they 
challenged Canon 7 in the Code 
of Judicial conduci., which says 
candidates for judiciI.l posts 
cannot voice personal opinions 
on issues concerning the 
judicial campaign. 
Gilbert was appointed in-
terim circuit judge by the 
Dlinois Supreme Court after 
William H. South retired. 
Watt, a Murphysboro 
Democrat, was battling Isaacs 
for the seat vacated by Judge 
Bill F. Green. Watt has been 
an associate judge in the 1st 
Judicial Circuit since 1982. 
Gilbert is a Republican with 
16 years law experience in 
Southern Illinois. He was 
chairman of the Illinois State 
Board of Elections for one 
year. He credits his 10 months 
on the bench as experience 
enough to help him accept the 
responsibilities of circuit 
judge. 
Watt has 20 years legal 
experience in Southern 
Illinois, including six years on 
the bench. He advocate i 
building more jails if Dlino:, 
law continues to make it easier 
for prosecutors to pr.ne guilt. 
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International Bazaar to give 
students a taste of culture 
By Dlllnll MlYem 
Staff Writer 
Exotic international foods 
and hamLnade crafts will 
highlight the fourth anneal 
Interna tional Food and 
Handicraft Ba7.aar to be held 
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Thur-
sday at the Wesley Foun-
dation. 
"This is our only fundraiser 
every year, but it has been 
very successful in the past," 
Srijana Bajracharya, 
president of the International 
Spouses Group, said. 
Sp'luses representing at 
least 10 countries will be 
participating. A local grocery 
store will sponsor the event. 
Bajracharya said the in-
ternational event gives people 
an opportunity to sample 
different kinds of food. 
"This event is more than just 
making money. It is to expose 
the community to in-
ternational foods," she said. 
Chicken will be the meat 
most used because it is ac-
ceptable to rr~os( cultures. 
"Some groups don c eat pork 
and beef, so we settled with 
chicken." she said. 
Side dishes will include 
Mexican fried rice. Malavsiali 
noodles, an Indian dish and an 
Italian dish. 
Crafts and artifacts will be 
on exhibit and some will be 
sold. Tickets for the event cost 
$3, which includes a food pia te 
and beverages. Desserts and 
snacks will !:Ie sold separately. 
ISPG is expecting 200 people 
to attend. 
For tickets and further 
details, contact Burghilde 
Gruber at 453-5774 or stop by 
International Programs and 
Services, 910S. Forest. 
'Margaret Fleming' to open 
Play realistically 
presents impact 
of marital infidelity 
By Beth Clavin 
Entertainment Editor 
"Margaret Flemming," a 
play written by James A. 
Herne, was the first break into 
psychological realism en-
countered in America, ac-
cording to Larry Knowles, who 
is directing the production. 
The play, part of Knowles' 
research for his dissertation 
project, will ~ performed by 
University students in the 
Laboratory Theater at 8 p.m. 
Thursday through Saturday 
andat2p.m. Sunday. 
Knowles said Herne tried to 
present real, psycbologically 
developed characters in his 
play, something new to 
audiences who were famiE:lr 
only with melodramas. 
In the play, Philip, an at-
tractive. likable man, has 
't- ··-r Murdal. 1 D1NTAL elNTER . Sot.....· ~ HounAW'GI~ . No~ntm.n' .'~LU~ 
E N EPT 
HAIR SHOP 
457-8211 
300 E. Main, Hunter Bldg. 
Men-Cut - '10.00 
Women-Cut - '12.00 
Perm· '25.00 
Price Include. 
Sty1eA11O 
call and ask for Debbie 
sired an illegitimate child by a 
working girl. ThIS is later 
revealed LO Philip's wife, and 
the p·ay continues with 
Philip's conflict in dealing with 
his predicament, which takes 
him through a separation and 
attempted suicide and causes 
his wife to lose her eyesight. 
The play, written in 
1830, was unpopular 
at the time, but 
today's critics 
compliment it on ils 
honesty and realism. 
The play, writtel1 in 1890, 
concerns the doublf standard 
and the conseql·.ences of 
marital infidelity. It was 
unpopular with s·.,me at the 
time of its first release 
because of its honesty and 
unsenstaionl ending, but 
today's critics compliment it 
on its honesty l1.nd realism. 
Knowll-s describes the play 
as dealing with peop)" 
historically, psychologicaliy 
and sociologically. 
"It tells a real good story," 
he said. 
Knowles, a doctoral student 
in dramatic theory and 
criticism, previously taught at 
Mansfield University in 
Pennsylvania, where he 
directed over 30 plays and 
in·lsicals. 
Since becoflill!g a student at 
SIU-C, Knowles has ~irected 
"Everyday Rebellions," 
"Catharsis" and "Adap-
tation," as well as acting m 
"Our Town" and "To Gillian 
on Her Thirty-seventh Bir-
thdav." 
Tici;.cts are available for $2 
at the McLeod Theater Box 
Office or by calling 453-3001. 
They also will be sold at the 
door. 
It is stressed that those in-
terested shauld not wait until 
the last performance to attend 
because of limited seating 
arrangements. 
THE FOOD 
~ OFTHE ~}\ GODS 
Gyros, C!licken in a Pita, 
Homemade Mushrooms 
& Onion Rings 
Good Food 
that's Good for You! 
516 S. DIinoIs 
457-0303 
The. 
American Tap 
Happy Hour AI: Night 
:n-AJ!r Drafts 40 c "'~Ufr Pitchers '2.50 
Z for 1 Gin & Tonics 
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IIlmols Federation of Teachers I\!-·~IO America" red",a.I!O!I_oI. T"a~.rs 
Faculty and Staff 
"elp SIU Blood Drive 
Donate 
Next week vote UP 
'f"· -., .. r-----___ . .f' ('-
Between 8:00· 9:30p.m. . 
25¢ drafts 
2 keg limit 
r---------------~ I Bring this Coupon I l and receive $1.00 oH l 
L--q>Y!!"..Y.!!!J.I.JE.:!'!! ___ l 
7ml/., NOfthof Open 
C'da/. StrIp B:OOpm .... :OOOm 
onHwy.51 
867·3131 
G .. ~~t D.J. Dr. Love 
0;,-,.1 
J.J. Fresh 
The P'_'=re Crew 
Find The LiHle Price 
In The Large Cheese Pizza. 
Can Domino's Pizza8 now and 
save. Order a latge chHM 
pizza and pay only $6.99. We'U 
deliver your piza in 30 min· 
utes or Ie&s, guaranteed! 
~Extr. 
r----~----------~--·---,& $6 99 Large16"cheese ,• piua for only $e.99. 
Top II off with 
generous portions of 
your favorite 
toppings: 
Toppings at regular price. 
Y.IIId"~""onIr ... .,..w"""""ClUWon..PrU5""''''' 
~pa,t.~"""1&1 LIIIIMd~'" O" .. '*-c.rr .... 
_120" .,1 ___ ........ "" Expires: 12/3/88 
._--------------------_. Call us! 549.3030 
EASTGA TE SHOPPING CENTER 
Carbondale 
GRADE AFRESH 
LIMIT J PER FAMILY 
RC. DIET RITE 
CHERRY. 
DIET att 
SO"KIST 
12pk 
120% 
WAS 3.69 
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Briefs 
EG'yP\ IAN I>IVEl\S 
SCUBA Club will have a 
business meeting at 6;30 
tonight followed by 11 general 
meeting at 7 in the Student 
Center Troy and Corinth 
Rooms. Underwater Olympics 
will follow immediately. 
PHI ALPHA Theta will meet 
at 6: 15 tonight in t.'le Student 
Center Basement Telephone 
Roc·m. History Department 
Telethon will tilke place after 
the meeting. 
VOiCES OF Inspiration will 
meet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday in 
Altgeld Hall Choir Room. For 
details, call 54+2907. 
PRSSA-PYRAMID will meet 
at 7: 30 tonight in Lawson 131. 
HuARD OF Park Com-
missioners will meet at 7:30 
tonight in the lY'ifices of the 
Carbondale Park District 
located in Hickory Lodge, 111S 
W. Sycamore, Carbondale. 
ACCOUNTING SOCIETY 
will meet at 6 torught in the 
Student Center, 4th floor video 
lounge. 
WOMEN'S CAUCUS will 
present a pr~ram entitled 
"Where have all the Women 
Gone" at noon today in tht: 
Student Center Thebes Room, 
behind the cash registers in the 
cafeteria. For details, call 453-
5371. EUREKA LUNCHEON will 
!:Ie at noon today at the Wesley 
Foundation. WOMEN'S STUDIES will 
present at talk on "Alice in 
ILLINOIS NATIVE Plant Engineer Land" at 8 tonight in 
Society wiG meetat7 tonight in the Student Center 
Life Science II, Room 430. Auditorium. 
LEAGUE OF Women Voters 
m Jackson County will meet 
for a Soup's On Luncheon from 
11 :30 to 1 today at the 
Epiphany Lutheran Church in 
Carbondale, 1501 w. 
Chatauqua. For details, call 
457-3418. 
SPANISH TABLE an-
nounces a new place and time: 
noon Wednesdays, south end of 
the Student Center Cafeteria 
(near Neckers). 
CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES 
discussion series will discuss 
Tu!!Sday's election at noon 
today at the Interfaith Center, 
913 S. Illinois Ave., 549-7387. 
NAACP STUDENT Division 
will be having its monthly 
meeting at noon Thursday in 
the Students Center Activity 
Roome. 
Remember, it YOli are experiencing stress during 
this time of the semester, a simple saying ... 
Wednesday 
Night Wipeout 
3 Beers for a Buck 
2 for 1 Speedrails 9 .. 12 pm 
Cuervo Shots $1.00 
Schnapps Shots. 75 ¢ 
Join Mixmasters 
Local talents get exp(~."ience 
from 'BaHle of the Bands' 
RAMADA 
INN 
By Beth Clavin 
Entertainment Editor 
Stoneface was named the 
winner of the 1988 Battle of the 
Bands competition, but all the 
bands entered gained from the 
experience by getting the 
opportunity to work, So~d­
core manager Joe Castrejon 
said. 
Battle of the Bands, in its 
fifth year, is a competition of 
local bands sponsored by 
Soundcore and the Hangar 9. 
Stoneface received $500 for 
winning, but Castrejon, better 
known as Joe C., said the 
bands get a chance to be put in 
the limelight that they may not 
halj otherwise. 
.. (The contest> is a good 
opportunity to showcase new 
talent," he said. 
The competitirD was held 
every Tuesday night for two 
months, with three bands 
appearing each week. The 
bands, which could enter the 
contest for $25, were judged by 
a panel of four local ~­
sonalitles. 
The judge!! evaluated the 
bands on originality, audience 
response, stage presence and 
Il".usical and technical content. 
The band with the most 
points at the end of each 'light 
advanced to the semifinals, 
and it .uccessful, to the finals. 
The other two bands that 
made it to the finals this year 
we·e Rasta Digital, a com-
puterized show all done by 
Brian Elmore, who came in 
second; and IT, which added 
many audiovisuals to their 
show. 
Castrejon, who started the 
contest, said this was the 
contest's biggest year yet, with 
15 bands entered. 
"This is the first year we've 
haa to add a day (to the con-
test)," he said. 
Castrejon said the judging 
process used in the contest 
makes it possible for the best 
band in the contest to be 
pronounced the winner. 
He said Soundcore and the 
Hangar picked two judges 
each for a particular night, 
which meant a judge may not 
see the same band twice. 
Any biases a particular 
judge may have is kept in 
check by the other three 
judges, he said. 
Castrejon said the audience 
participated in the judging by 
naming a "Wildcard" band. 
Castrejon said this com-
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petition may be the first time 
many of the bands get to hear 
the people's response to their 
music. 
"It's a good way to get a foot 
in the door," he said. "The 
people will let you know right 
away if they like yoU." 
_ v1"re$tone 
'-N-&-W--S-tC-j-.--H-ou-r-.:--_U~n~I~'V~e~r~s~i~~~~=a~'~I---------Il 
Mond~y.Frlday 7:30 am to 7:30pm l 
Saturday 7:30 am to 5:00 pm Sunday 10:30 a ~ 
town. 
Mutorcyd .... Ioats 
\ . Helme .. Mobile Hom8 
AYALA 
INSURANa 
457-4123 
Transmissions 
Rebuilt 
1 year 
Warranty 
Front 
& 
Rear 
WheelOrive 
O9'ZA.7f 
Say it with 
a Smile Ad! 
S350& up 
Campus 
Auto I For More Info 
549.8433 I Contact Chris 
600 Grand i 536-3311 
r''''·'·'''''·'''"'LO~'KOU·T!"''IQ· I for the I H No~ember 
!'l! ouslng Guide 
E i I Thursday, Nov. 17 == i 
ie'r more Information call 
COOl. VAllEY IOiUIOING Kenn.Is. 
~. =~~~~2~i2Hwy· 
'2·'....., .............. O'3V.hn 
DUQIJOfH DOG Mora sop: Pion 
- for lllelooI/doyl f",. boIII'dIng. 
.--nn;,'" wppI .... Coli 542-n.Z 
or .Iop fast f'arlr S"..., flood. DOWNTOWN AV>.KANDA.FfIlfNOL Y 
DuQuOIn I "noIl. qule •• _ communlly. I bdnn WIlli 
~~:HAHO'~':::'~ :on~~::'~S= 
andlropkDl fish our -"'"ly. L",. ..... ,lable.529 1046 
OIl· plan". NpII .... _'I anI"""'. I""'" · ..· ........... 07301l05I ~ '~=."m'~.~ ~~u::..,,~'~!!:'~r::::..~ 
*9. &_lynlcelS:,.,·2f17. 
".,_ .............. ot9lA1165 '2-1.., .......•....... 07_n 
SIX INCH PlflANHA. 20 va'. TOSUILfASf:SPtIHG ....... 2bdnn. 
:r.::::,m "'"" "'*Md "1/111. afand. 2 bath. _h-d".. dll_'-. !'~~~._. ond '-'r. ~. pe". $5110 ma .. coil 47· 
n·"-II .............. O9/4Alteo 1/., ................. 0797JG51 
OU!IONOAU SPfCIAL Mm. 2_ 
"i.::
h 
Furniture .::,;j '~.":';;:~~= 
SPIOflIWEI-8UY AND .. II u_ 
furniture and anllqtMa. S. an 0Ici 51. 
54P.I7IZ. 
"., ................. 0627Am63 
FOIl SALf DAVINET and cI>a".. 
redln ... cI>a".. _._and 
;,. .... player. ph. 614-6316 oller 
11·10-&8 ............. 0605AmS9 
FACTOIIY "ICES ON __ aoloa. all 
wood dl_ .. ". _Is. and end 
~. WIIcIwood Sales. 3 ml. S. of 
UnIv.Mall. GIan.OtyRd. 529·5331. 
I/.,s-u ............ 0719.","" 
fOUHD IllfAKJ'AST fAILE. 4 doaIr$. 
goodmndlllon. SID. 451·5285-
11·9-11 .............. 0745.AmS8 
WArERIED. OUEEN SIZE. n.w 
""',.,.... and .Id. pads wlrn 
~1nfI. S'SO 010. Joe. 52P. 
5'eo. 
W ·· .. ' .. M;;.I~;i::J 
GIIITAI. IASSlfSSOHS._,·Iy .... 
~~::="~~<4~'~' Han /I."." .... ~ ...... 0206An65 
P'ANO TUNING AND ropolr. 
Iyas$H II~. MorlOn. 933· 
8562, 
"·10.".. . . . . . . .. .. 0675An59 
WANrED NEW SAXAPHONES. 
1I.,.Doord "anda on ao" now. gullar 
afanda $12.99. _ guItar Ill" 1ft 
P"'IJI'flI. (/(orv M. a". In ltod<.) 
SoundCor.Mu,k '22S./I. 47·5641. 
F 
. ·fOR.EN' 
Aportment. 
• Ca.h. 
We BuyTV's, 
Stereos, VCR's 
I A 1 .• rv 715 S.III. 
L......!~~.4717 
Imperial 
Apartments 
Running for 
Spring Semester 
1 Bedrooms & 
Eft iciencies 
Clean. Quiet 
Laundry Facilities 
Water. Tra!.h and 
Se .. er 
.. 49-6610 
By Appt. Only 
2 IDIIM. fOGE of carnpua. _ 
,,1/111'" fum,"hed. Goa ~ Mo __ . Call S29·2620. 
12-09 ................. 07491074 
SUILfASf 2 IEDIIOOM -",,*,1 
for SprIng _ .... 61' W. Wolnut. 
=!~~ 5~~~'529~i~20. rent 
".'0-&8 .............. 010'_ 
VEIIY NICf ONE bedroom Furn. apf 
In qule. bulldlnfl. No ""n. Pre ..... 
~ or law atudenI. aH' ,. 
-,,<,IH. 529-3621. /l·".., .............. 0751aa60 
CU_DALE :J 1EDIOQI4. -'Y 
,..,...,..J.d. Sn5 tnOtItIt/y. Mchtdn 
_I ... ond 1nJsh. Coli 549-0576 oller 
6:00. 
".29-11 .. ,. .-
, AND 2 bedroom. 2 bIoc/a 10 
r:ompus. Alao ""II.,. for , pentMt. 
~!::-.~.~~~ 
,_. "0 W. '-- Ind. H2O. IT""'. cable '.v.. 47-6193 ... 
furnIshed. S2SOmo. 
12·5'" . .. .. . .. .. .. oa '01010 
FOIl 1IE"'7. IOOMMATE nHded. 5 
blocks from comp4ls. .." s. 
WothlnlJlOn. ApI no 3. $'25. utl/. 
shored. own loom. 457·5923. 
"·IS.., . O94Ula62 
ADULT ACCOMAOATIONS AT 
PorkiOWfl. TNa 2 bedroom has 
='J.. 7~1a~""':"~,y 
S395manth/y 
II ·29.., . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 09321a66 MUCH SP~.CE. UTTl.f _ In 3 
~. Goa. h .... fum. _ at 
601 N. Cor'co S':» per pMI«I. 457· 
:J32f. 
/1.29-&8 • ..... 09_ 
Country Club 
Clrcl. 
SugarT .... 
eEnergy Efficient 
Living 
-laundry fPo:>1 
-Minutes From 
Campus 
-Walk to Univttrsity 
Mall 
-Eff. I, 2. & 3 B/R 
Fur. & Unfur. 
-Now Leasing 
529-4611 
529-4511 
J 195 E. Walnut 
8:30-5 M-F 
...,..... . -Central Air (all electriq 
1ii'8tit. ~ ". -W.asher & Dryer 
. ¢ -MlcTowave 
-Dishwasher 
W.'v. Got It All ond You Should 7001 
SIO'. newest LaIlUry Townhou.e. 
and "'odlfled Rccesslble Onlts 
=1_: Advertist'rs 1=.======_- ! 
=_- Df'at;~'~~f ~~::~~~d ~~~:~::r 1 j Locat •• SoIlWall SUalt U7.nZl ~ ~:'.<IJ.' o\.'. 
611 lut (ampus !:rt". ¢ ',. ~fJe ~tIIIHjjllill!I'!lIiilthlli~lIllIlIIliI!lIItll!l~If!I!Jlillllllllllllllh'!llIIlIlIlI'lIIll1flllIIt~ i~~~"'!!'!'~"'!!'!'~~"'!!'!'!'!!"!"'!!'!'!!!'!'!!!"!'!!!!!i!I!!~~"!!!!!~ 
.J Bdnn. Rpt •. for Rent· 
Available to group. of 3 or 4 people 
Hou ... 
!.~kI.oFf!·'::;::: :-;::J. 
_"".110,..,..54_. 
12·1"' .. ~ ............ ~ 
~rEI/IIIUE NICE , _ 2 bdrm. I. 
tbli. "-_. U min "- SIU. 
"",-. nope" _no /I·, ........... · ... ·i·_ 
NUW fiENTlNG FOIl Fall. 21 __ Itt 
Mobil. Hom. r.nlo/.. For 
'~:="tt=: "'~'-.ary. s....",no C:-0u/eI~,:;"2 ~,! 
_ f'arlr-doa .. , to campus Itt 
town. 6'6 f. f'arlr. Ro ....... MobI,. 
HarM Parle cia.. to campus. RI. 51 
Sa. 54'-47'3. 
'2·2"'. 1I60311c09 
LOCATfO IEHiNO UNIVE/!SITY Mo" 
at 2JO Han......",. I mtl. to Stu. 2 
Ixlrm. 47-6193 ... or 549.a2J.1 
clays. 
".,....., .............. 069JIIcO' 
SAVE S40 PfR manlil. 2 bedroom Id..,' for COlt". or "ng'-. Now SIlO 
;::':!:i. ~~;."'Co'ii~~dy':f;;: 
'529. South WCGda Parle. 
,'t' 
OU!IOHOALf HICE 2 _. 
IooaI..d In qulel park. call 529·24J2 
'" ~29·'606. 
11·_ .............. 0_7 
Io\UIIPHYSI()jt() lOAD. SPACIOUS 2 
'**'- S'75 and S'PO a manlil. 
'nd. _. 1nJsh. and lawn. "7· 
""oller 5 pm. 
/I .".., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 07561<65 
WASHffI. !)RYEI/. 0f0C. _"'" olr. 
3-' cia.. tolcMo/. SIlO,..,. 
penon. A",," Dec. '5 ~!7-m1. 
"·29.., .............. 0935_ 
CHEAP PRIVACY. I bedroom dup". 
by Cf'Ob (>elL It $'10 """,.h/y. 
WalerandlnJshlndudad.457-3321. 
/I ·29'" ...... .. ..... 09J68c66 
A RfA/. IARGAIH. "',. bIIJ 2 Iw. at 
~::~"h-:.r~,,:s;;r· 
11·29-11 .............. 0933_ 
WALl( TO SIU. Tltl. 2 Iw at 714 
Co''- /ooka tJood and $' 10 ,..,. 
,....011. 4S7·:J32 I. 
1/·29.., ..... . ....... 09438c66 
I IEDIIOCIM TRAlUR. "55 ,..,. mo . 
.... Cedo< er..Ir Rd. 529-3052. 
"·29.., .............. _ 
SPACIOUS MOOf/IN l bdnn. 2 
holll" with IIrepigee. MUI' /)a ... 
good .. '--. CoIl4!i7-6033. 
"._ .............. oaUl1Ic07 
VERY HICE 14X65. 2 1xImt. Iron. and 
1'WOr. rxrivral gas. co"", e,Xtra In-
",bllon. Froal MHP. 457-1924. 
".,.., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 07131<58 
C"OAU 2 MILES fast. 2 1xImt. n~. 
clean, m,crowov., 'u,.nl.h.d. 
depoIII. no pels. SoI9.304J. 
'2·'''' " ....... 025~1k6I 
Room. 
Roommot •• 
~ FEMAlE IOOMMATE _ 
for 2 bdnn ...... , .... $'25 a mo. pIva 
/)aH ""'" .... call SoI'-4975. 
".,..,... . ..... 01 .... 51 
SUBLEASE/!. NOH·SMOKU 
=[~. 2,:t:n:f::/:' 
nl.hed. QC. corpe'. parking. 
!:!1-=.'II~a':' !1ia::ar~' 
549~317". No omw. '-ave mMI.. 
12·2.., ............... 0 __ 9 
FIIEE NOV. IfNTI llaommot. 
_nIed 10 ..... ,. 2 bdrm dutu. 
e~n;:!...~.IHI 215. 
11-11 ................. 0271_ 
, /IOClIKAIAJ'F NEEDED. ""- _ 
_ Oakland. wwy _.1150 
mo. _ _ haN ""'. 451-6S66. 
".".., .............. 02;n.MJ 
/I C FUlN/SHED mobil. -. "" 
rani. _. ~ncn (or 
rwpaln. O/,,"on Court. 616 f. f'arlr. 
.....k 'Of' Wallao.. 457-6405. 
"-3O-U .............. 07:lH.67 
5 1E0fI00M HOUSE: 4 _'- .-
__ • 1176 faa. Wolnul _., Ia 
lInIowally Mol/. $170 ,..,. man"'. 
..... ,'. Immed. all ull/lII .. InduHd. 
529-'513. 
'2·7'" ............ '. 01l7a.n 2 FEMALf IOOMMATES _. 
$prIng _ ..... ,-,,"mak..- SISO 
mo. Indudes all url"I1 ... 529·3\063. 
"." ............... 0790&.60 
IIOCIMMA TE NEEDED FOIl Spring 
_..... L.wIa Parle. 529-4576. 
DNw. 
"·,8.., ............. ~ 0293_5 
IIOCIMMATf NEEDED FOIl SprIng 
_ .... MIll S ..... Ap'. 54'·1929. 
Brad. 
"·18'" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 02948e65 
, FfMAU IOOMMA Tf n-..l fa< 
SprIng for a nlc_ 3 '**'- houw. '2·'''' .... . ... 0_74 
IDEAL FOIl SlIJGUSI AvollabM now 
=,J~j~.O;: ~ !:;: 
131.SO per manlil. '·3 ullIlI .... H2O 
. Included. Must _, P ...... ca'l /.orl 
a.-... SIU .,nd LoIJan. 549-6612 
day. 549·3002 nil •. 
/1·29.., .... .065'1<66 
QUIET COUNTRY SflTING I 2 Ixlrml. 
deon. no ,,",fl. $'75 mo. a._ 
s/u and Logon. 549-66'2 day. 54'· 
3002n,,.. 
11·29'" .... . ....... 06S2_ 
lItew Laxury 
Townhouses 
Highest Quality 
500 aim w. College 
Call: 
529·1082 
at 549·27" aflw 6:00pm. 
,/-9.., .. .. ... .. ..... 0295 .. 51 
SPRING SEMESTER SU8LEA$U 
~'::.,'C..1,u=:':':7".;;park· 
".,.....,. . .. 07_1 
Two & Thre. 
Bedroom 
504S. Ash 2 
SISS. Logan 
408V2 E. Hester 
500 W. College 2 
209 W. Cherry 
506S. Dixon 
529-1082 
Why put off what you can do now? 
Sign now through Sprin~ 
Semester and Royal Rentals 
will give you your choice of 
a T.V. or microwave, 
j yours to keep. 
/457.4422 Office at 501 E. College, 
Dait:.' Egyptian, November 9. 1988. P3f!";'; 
Quick Trip ~. 
GRind & Wan & 
Deli Special . '.. . 
Bring a Friend .,." : .... 
GOVERNMENT JO'$ $16.040· 
159.230 pe< ,...,.. _ hl"n;. Your 
_. 805-687-6000. fx1. 1·9501 for 
C-Il'f'W"f~III" 
12·5.... . ..... ...,57C1O 
[iifEPu.:w kg' 
r;,,":.:.~:ONf=.~=~l~ 
J$12. 
"." ................ 0413~ 
HANDYMAN WITH PfO{IJP. Will 
....... and I>auI """"""fl. T.-. ~~t'm_. '0110 
10-"'" . .. . .......... 0114£65 
TYI'IHG-fDITIJIG-WIIITING. Same 
cloy..""... '1 molte)'OUlooIc good" 
Call 457.2(151. 
12·:'" ................ O601E69 
TYMo$ AND WOlD -'I~. 
~..;.,,'=: Io;~~: 
Suite". 
"." .................. 06I2HG 
AJ.TaATIOH AND aOTHING mode. 
:::.:.=. :.n:. 5'2:.;;90~""n 
11·1_ ............... 0231£65 
AM AIITO SALES and 5erv.... W. 
Iwy. oeIl and ,..,., --.. ~ 
fare9I and ...... 1Ie ....... T ...... • 
1Ift'"lon IpfIdaUst. low COT Nftfo' 
_(m ... ,1oe21 ",""")ande"tro 
Iow_'ra"'for_~ 
cu,_. 605 N. IIIlnoIa .... 11 54f. 
1331. 
~~~~~~ IL--------~~ __ ~· t 
dI.... ......_. •. for -"Iy 
_.<011529.2122. MALE CAT. GftY and,lght_ 
12·1 ................... 074JE17 ToDby. 6-1ma. old. found on WaIlS'. 
IC'W'SHAUUNGAND~."'" 549-6613. Of' 457·1151 _ ...... 
:::; ="::..!~~ ~~ ~ ................ 0_ 
or 915-6861. FIMALE DOG. IIG. blade. and _. 
,,.,_ ............... 02tIN Y"""II. Found 'n SoutMrn Hili,. No 
HOt/OAY GOWNS. HAW _ mode I col"". and frlMdly. eoll ~. Ie> fII)'OU and your alyle. ColI Irldol ...... __ . 
r=·.~~~· ....... 09J1f5t "·15 .................. -
ATTfNTIOH MOTHRS. WANT fa 110 
Ie> _. or 110 Ie> JdoooI and need 
... 'I0I>l....,...... .... ".,..".10-. Cl? for your chl'dren? ColI.fI. . 
~.,,::.. z;a'and~~: 
Openln,a now available. l; K 
~ fIot raN • ....-. 684-
sm. 
11·15-11 .. 0919f62 I ...... I'Wi··. .\ 
PREGNANT? 
call BIRTHRIGHT 
Fr"'tegnoncyT .. tIng 
ConfidMltlal "".Istone. 
549-2794 
215W.Maln 
would like 
to congratulate 
these Sisters: 
':st...ffo.n.l.& 
:J.u'9uu 
on her pin 
::J1.lt:la 
dl4het.a{t 
on her lavaliere 
dim!! 
t!I.OW 
on her lavaliere 
Love is all 
around us. 
Love, 
Your Sisters 
of CO Sigma 
Kappa 
Daily Egyptian 
STUDENT WORK POSITIONS 
for Spring Semester 
Must have Current ACf on File 
'Advertislng SlIles Representatives 
Journalism juniors & 51:r1ion prefened, 
RarlioffV. Markeling & Speech Communications 
majors also considered. 
·Classlfled Advert5sing Sales Representative 
Journzlism srodents prcfened 
morning workblock preferred 
(minimum 30 wpm. typing & speUing tesl given) 
'Advertislng Typesetters 
Afternoon worltbloclt n~ 
• Advertlslng Dispatcb Representative 
Journalism major preferred 
Workblock • 12:00-4:00pm M-P 
Musl have car. will reimburse milcage 
'Advertislng Orr-ICe ,u.;lstant 
Morning workblock needed 8:00· noon 
Journalism students prefem:d 
~ Price on 0 Second Hoagie • . 
1
______________________ ·AdvertislngLllyout 
Morning workblock 8:00·11 :OOam 
I FREE 2Ooz. soda and your choice of chips- I 
I potato salad or slow with a purchase of I Applications Available 3tlheDaily Egyplian lour Hoagie Loaf Sub mode with your choice I Communications Bidg. (Room 1259) 
I of meats and cheeses. I All applications must be turned in by 
L---------c~pon _________ ...J .... ___ 4.:00_p.m.,.F.T.id.3.y.,.N.o.v.em_be_r.l.l __ .. 
PBJe 20, Daily. EIYPtian, November 9. 1988 
,- !I·ll ami/··wj 
TAKING I/OfIlS TO flU .",.,..". IJaI: 
..,.,1Iadc_-, __ , (217) 356-
'197. 
1I·10-aI • , ....... 08141'5' 
Sigma Kappa 
would 
like to 
announce 
their 
Foand ..... Da,. 
114 years of 
Excellence 
& Tradition! 
We will party 
in your arena 
of pleasure 
anytime!! 
'\ \ ~ ; ~ .. ;" ... "" E '.', ' 
We had 
the time 
of our lives. 
Thanks 
for a great 
exchange. 
Love, 
The Ladies of 
Sigma Kappa 
I( 
I ~
To 
the men of 
LlX 
Delta Chi 
We would 
like to 
Congratulate 
you on 
being the 
II.1X 
Chapter 
in the nation. 
You make 
us proud! 
Love, 
The Ladies of 
Sigma Kappa 
~K 
Say It It From 
Th. 
Heart 
Ina 
SmlleAdJ 
$6.00 for the 
first inch 
$1.00 for 
each 
additional 
inch 
Artwork '1.00 ' 
Photo '5.00 t 
Deadline: 
2:00p.m. 
2 days prior 
to publication 
For more 
Info call 
536·3311 
To the 
ladies of 
~K 
WE HAD A 
GREAT 
TIME 
at the 
BLTbash. 
WE HOPE 
YOU LIKED 
OUR 
BANANAS • 
Thanks for 
the wonderful 
evening. 
Come party 
with us 
anytime! 
The Men of 
TKE' I j 
I 
J 
48-day, fast broken by seven 
homeless rights protestors 
WASHINGTON <UPIl '-
Seven homeless rights ac-
tivists Tuesday ended their 48-
day fast aimed at bringing 
attention to cuts in federal 
~~~: w~~or~;m~~r:~a;: 
pounus was admItted to 
Howard University HospitaL 
Carol Fennelly, 39, whose 
condition was upgraded from 
critical to serious, said she 
expected to recover from the 
water-only fast in several 
months. 
Two other fasters, who were 
being examined by Howal'(i: 
University physicians and said 
to be in fair condition, may be 
admitted to the hospital later 
in the day, said spokeswoman 
Daisy Fitts. 
"I've got all kinds of in-
travenous (tubes) in me now," 
Fennelly whispered as she lay 
in a hospital bed. weak and ill 
from a dangerously low blood 
potassium level and a loss of 
more than 40 pounds. "My 
stomach is a mess. I can't keep 
anything down." 
Fennellv broke the seven-
week fast about 9 a.Il'. with 
sips of apPleJ'Uice, spoonfuls of 
pea soup an bread. Then she 
was taken to the hospital for an 
exarr.ination. 
Activist Mitch Snyder, 
Fennelly's longtime com-
panion, and five other fasters 
r----------------~ IIKE NISSAN LTD. ~::b~~~:!~ I 
I ~~ / Nissa" Oil & I 
I i ~)C1000D Oil Filter sonlY 9 S I 
Ii""." ~.~/ original-eqUiPm.ent 1 6 I. 
I I • oa. ~-,,,,, ... - quality for your ~ Nissan engme. Exp.12·31-88 I I 'V~ & D~esel Slightly HIgher ~ I 
I ~ 
.Call 529.3700 Now For Appt. ~ .I 
-----------------LAROMA1S PIZZA 
Wednesday SpeCial 
LARGE liTEM 
& 2-32 oz. Peps is 
ONLY ~ 
'7 
FREE Pitcher of 
Pepsi or ..... (with 
proof of oge) wIth 
Eat-In Orders 
Open For Lunch Delivery 
Mon-Sat llam 
Wednesday Special nol valid wi'" any 
ether coupon •• no .ub.ti"'tioM. 
S. II. Cldal. 
ACUICampu 
Roll-Offs 
••••••• , •• """." ••• , ••• ,".".,,, ••• , .," I."'" 
Men's Be Women's Divisions 
SIU Students Only 
November 12 at 11:00am 
November 13 at 1:00Dm 
ENTRY FEE: 88.00 -
For more informatiC'n call--
Student Center 453 2 
Bowling &: BUllard. -
also ate food for the first time 
Tuesday in a noon ceremony at 
the Community for Creative 
Non-Violence's homeless 
shelter, the city's largest 
Actress Cher, disc jockey 
Casey Kasem and Dr. Ben-
jamin Spock were among those 
who marched from a city-run 
shelter to the Capitol grounds; 
Kasem and Spock were among 
those arrested. 
OPENS FRIDAY 
INSTANT (".ASH FOR CLOTHING! 
We buy, seil, and trade new and used clothing. 
We pay up to SO% cosh of our retail price 
Immediately, or give as much as 60% trade. 
Why do ladies 
under 25 love 
dating guys 
TRADE: By trading l'ou will get more for your 
money. We offer trade slips that are good for 
one year. If you IiLi{e, you may take some 
merchandise in trod. and get the rest in co.h. 
BIJVING: We buy m.n's and women'. contemporary 
clot~.e. that are currently in style, in season, 
over45? and mostly of natural fibers. They must be clean and in good condition wit'" no stains, 
Send Replies to: tears, or other damage. 
P.O. Box 483 
Dundee It. 60 I 18 
ABOVE LONGBRANCH 
Hours: 
II-5:00pm 
Mon. -Sot. 
..... ,·.t ,-, " .•• '" ."_ .11 ~.< .. 
. ~~':" __ "";""';;-;_:::". Buy a fUll Volcano. B.lue Typhoon 
or one or our tropiCdl d, In~' ai 
regular pn' " dnd I:t>t thp 1(lpnll(dl 
:E!!2"-!E!E:_cOClPon _____ ._. 
'1 Fuji Volcano 54 00 I 
or • I ~1'!.4LT..J2~!.0.!'!!'~~~.~~1 
- - - - - F~ V:)k~;--o or Blu~ 
FREE T>ph,,,'n ... ·i'h dtnner 
\11::=:£::::===:;;~~==:::~::tiIB irthday PUl~~~~~~~~n l:~~~~I:~~:ra'. 
rink ()n~ per CU~.llmcr 
(SI) Egg RollIFried l\ICe'MCQ. ,""I< 
Coffee or Tea 
(82) Mearv Beef Egg Roll & Fried Rice 
(83) Rumaki (3) & Fried Rice 
(84) Beef & Broccoli over R'ce 
(S5) Beef Chop Suey over Rh;e 
(86) Chicken &. Diced Vegetablea over 
(S7) Fried Oumplinp (4) & Fried Rice 
(88) Chicken Soft Noodle over Rice 
(89) Beef Rice Noodle over Rice 
(810) Pork Egg Foo Y OUIlll over Rice 
(811) BBQ Beef (or Pork) Sandwich 
(Homemade Hot or Mild Sauce) 
(812) Golden Brown Chicken Winp (4) 
WlSteamcd Rice and Gravy 
(S13) Mixed VeggiCfl (Deep "ned) (lOpe) 
WISteamcd Rice and ~ ravy 
(81412 pc. Chicken Wing. &. 5 pc Mixed 
Veggiea WlStcamed Rice and Gravy 
!NoSubMiD.lU$ PLe.t-~~<fried Rice- Umitcd to Ham '.>( 
Plaln 
SOUP NOODLE 
(It'o notjuL: a IOUP-, it', a meal) 
Your choice of the following flav" ... : 
Beef Noodle ,i;: IV, ti<Jl! 
Seafood Noodle: i1l w·r ~i> t!!I 
(With Shrimp, Squid, & Fi.h Cal",) 
Chicken Noodle ~~.: . ~ ~ 
Pot Stickers (5 pes) 
ff,. ~,!; 
Md·Shun Fresh Tofu 
99 
Chicago, St. Louis rate high 
with employment consultant 
CHICAGO WPI> - Five 
American dties are par-
ticularly desirable em-
ployment targets for the three 
in every ll' discharged 
managers changing states for 
a new job, says an em-
ployment consulant. 
James Challenger, president 
Df Challenger, Gray and 
Christmas, Inc., of Chicago, 
lists the five as Atlanta, St. 
Louis, Chicago, Dall'l.s, and 
Columbus, Ohio, because they 
possess special attractions for 
workers. 
"These cities may not 
realize they possess this 
power, but each of th';m for 
different reasons has special 
status with job seP.kers," said 
Challenger, iOllnder of out-
placement. "In some cases, 
workers do not want to leave 
once they are employed t!!~re. 
"Call it roots. Many workers 
want to return to stay in one 
place where they grew up or 
remain in what has become an 
'adopted' locale," Challenger 
said. "Those from other parts 
of the country who have heard 
nr know about the advantages 
of the particular city migrate 
to such a city to find a job if 
they can." 
Altanta has a dUiil at-
traction, Challenger said. 
"Some who are natives of 
the city ami working elsewhere 
want to go back, while many 
working there do not want to 
move, even for a better-paying 
job after a few years. " 
St. Louis, he said, is 
strengthened by the presence 
of numerous major cor-
porations, and therefore has 
excellent work opportunities. 
Business conditions are 
considered favorable and the 
outlook for iildustrial growth is 
also favorable, he said. 
The quality of life is an 
important consideration for St. 
Louis. which has been iden-
tified' among the best urgban 
area!> in which to live, in-
cluding affordable housing 
places, he l>aid. 
In respect to Chicago, 
Challenger said the city is the 
center of a strong regional 
economy as reflected in the 
strength and diversity of its 
job market. The current 
revival in manufacturing has 
further stengthened the 
economy of the industrial 
midwest, and Chicago ranks as 
the favorite city for mid-
western movers, he said. 
Dallas, Challenger said, has 
underlying strength because it 
is the hub of finance and 
commerce in the southwest. 
Although the city and the rest 
of Texas in general have been 
severely impacted by the oil 
industry decline and the 
problems with some financial 
institutions, better oil prices 
are helping to start an 
economic rebound. 
"The job seekers who work 
with our counselors identify 
Dallas as an excellent job 
market," he said. "It has 
quality institutions alid is 
favored by many property 
investors, especiallr, for ifs 
long-term prospects. ' 
Columbus ranks as the AU-
American city in the eyes of 
many, Challenger said. 
Scientists find smokey clues 
By Keay Davidson 
San Francisco Examiner 
Last summer's wave of 
forest fires in the West may 
contain clues to humanity's 
fate after a nuclear war. 
Since the early 1980S, 
"nuc\o!ar winter" researchers 
have studie:\ the possibility 
that an al!-out atomic war 
could generate mountains of 
smoke, cutting off sunlight and 
triggering a severe global 
cooling. 
Originally, some scientists 
suggested the cooling could 
devastate crops and kill off 
most or all survivors of an 
atomic war. 
But the theory was con-
troversial - overblown, some 
skeptics rharge<:i. 
To help resolve the debate, 
scientists are studying or 
planning to study small-scale 
"models" of a nuclear winter 
- namely, forest fires, ac-
cidental and deliberate, such 
as those that swept the 
Western states last summer. 
So far, such fires indicate 
smoke clouds can, indeed, 
cause temperatures to drc>p by 
a surprising amount. 
One researcher is Alan 
Robock of the University of 
Maryland at College Park, 
who said he has "studied the 
surface temperature effects of 
fires that burned in Northern 
California last September 
(1987) in Klamath River 
Canyon. I've also studied ef-
fects {If forest fires in Canada 
which blew over the United 
States." 
From those fires, he said, "I 
learned smoke can cause 
temperatures (to be) four to 
seven degret:s Fahrenheit 
colder in daytime." 
And indeed, at Klamath 
LocatL>d on the 1st floor-Student Center 
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL 
11/7 .. 11/11 
10% off 
on all 
Omelettes 
We're open Monday through 
Friday - 7am to 1 :30pm. 
Page 22, Daily Egyptian, November 9, 1988 
River Canyon, "I found much 
·larger cooling," Roback said. 
"The temperatures at Happy 
Camp got 36 degrees 
Fahrenheit colder than nor-
mal. 
"T9mato plants in people's 
gardens died." 
In a nuclear war, winds 
could transport smoke for 
great distances, turning a local 
cooling into an international 
one, scientists warn. 
His research is funded I:>y the 
Defense Nuclear Agency, a 
branch of the U.S. Department 
of Defense 
Remember. if you are experiencing stress during 
this time of the semester. a simple saying .. 
for infvrmation -:: .. alcohvl 
or drUB' contact the 
Well ness Center 53<>-4441. 
Part of your Student Health Prosram -",,", ....... '0=' ._ .. '4 
Fa 
Metaphysi. 
looks 
Cryatal. 
Topes 
0Ift0 
Cn.its 
Jew .. lry 
I Festival 
Astrology 
Torot 
Palml.try 
Numerology 
Channeling 
Automatk Writing 
........,. ........... 121111 ........... ... 
..... y ... " ....... a .. Ilaa .. _ ........ . 
Soud-ern Illinois University 
Stud~nt Ce.lter Renaissance Room 
Il 
You should know 
about new •. p.L stick 
IieSL II's !he fast and easy 
wayro find out if you're 
pregnanL Or not. And 
you find OUt in private. 
U !he stick lW1I5 pink, 
you'repregnanL If it suys 
white, you're not. II's that 
simple. 
U you have any 
questions about e.p.t., call 
us roU free \·8()()'562-{1266. 
In New j~ call coHea 
(201) 540-2458 • 
•• p ... The first and 
mO<t ttuSled name in 
pregnancy testing. 
Comics 
Anmr. THE[ X X x I I jaIIJ 
.... "i:~a"\s .lumr.le'S TI-IINI( \l1"(EN MYSELF SAfA.HI 
... "~- "'!S~~~ ~s~~n~O$!, Income .. as 
UPON FINDING THE CItOW IAR SID DIDN'T Q£ 
HOW .I!...WAS GOING TO IE OF ANY HEll'. 
Mister Boffo 
I Bloom County 
Doonesbury 
MR.. 81E11. CAN YOU {)f5CeRN 
ANY !<£A/. MANlJATE IN 
ltVR. VIC: 0It'I YESlCRfJAY<! 
Shoe 
I HAVe A MANOA713 TO SAY 
TH& Pt..EP:7e OF Au&6IANce, 
7D AKJT JOIN THe ACW, TO 
NOT Pa?MIT MURJ)f:3I<&/?,5 OUT 
/ ON M'I3KI3NP 
;;;;.: RJRtOUGHS! 
· ... '" .,. 
r THINk WHAT THe Ar>1B1?JCAN 
PffiOPt.b TOW iJ5IN NO UN-
CJ3.IUAIN TCFM5 Y65TE.RPAY 
1$ lHAT THey tfIANT 5OM&-
0N5 WHO IS NOr MICHAEl-
[)(jYAI:.;I/ 
"J,... 
By Garry Trudeau 
AND YOU 
AR&lHAT 
MAN" 
I 
ITGI3T'38/iO< 
TO txPeR.lENCf;. 
I'V~ 5PF...NT A 
UFET/~NOT 
BBNG 5OM£.ONe I 
---------
By Jeff MacNelly 
Side Spaghetti 
& Garlic BreC'Jd 
$3.85 
114 lb. Hot DOl 
-::-""'1"'--,-Fries & Regular Peps 
'1.59 
·······················.iimi.·.'················, 
1)1~~t .'. lBrtuM ~ ill ;t3nt1iitel 
Today's Puzzle 
'CROSS 35 COlo_ co'" _ 27 Muoleal 'OJ 
1 Church MI" 36 Shaver 21 RI'~klu. 
5 $ktekick: abbr. 37 Antilox!n. DOWN Imave 1: ;-a=:I~~~' : ~~~:~:~.. ~ ~nt:o 0::::; .. 30 :or of 
15 "01 _ I StOll" <0 Nou.lcIIl wOld I Won. tltn>ugh 31 Plttoll 
16 SUPPOM .1 SOCial lItallow •• ter 32 84a" 
17 Circul 42 Southern • Soapl1OM 33 P.aled 
adjunctl con.tenanon 5 Hom. 01 36 SbMt ehow 
tt Pilot.... C3 ConNerl'e Socrat., 37 Stlr-aNped 
.I~.. .c GI.. up 6 Land', odgo 3t Good luck 
20 Gym ahoe ... s..ct COMring 7 Ply • o .. ch. Inimlll 
~~ ~::":a~laWI .7 ~:.~lnl1 Ind : ~bed : ::.~:.. 
24 "e ... n-- 50 Uka HmII 10 Stag. piln (teO"lng~ 
(tlmaly) shoe. 11 ClreUI mIIn 45 Commence-
25 ... ktuOUI S<t Ranch rope 12 .. - or the men. 
care 55 Cireui Thou .. nd" Male. atMnd:a 
27 Tool .. t. 1 •• lu.... Day." ., Drop heady 
28 S.,lt.~ 57 MUIlcal group 13 rIMt doudl ttl Ethnic group 
32 Stewl 51 Flral .. dau tor (IJn 41 Wound m.1k 
33 .'. Day at the sa Pronoun 11 Peltl S1 R .... ..,. .. 
_" ,Marx &e .. lagull 22 Fall btoomer 62 OU,,'. pIIrtner 
film) 61 ReereUed 25 Flm-rat. !>3 ConCOl1SN. 
34 Spoil 62 A~ and 26 TrapN. ar1llt, SE Gehng 
2 a' I' r 
.' 
10 n t2t:1 
,. 
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.to 
.. 
." 
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61 U U 
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.' .'" L-~ -,PIJZ~1e answers are. on pa~e 24. 
Circus Games 
Saturday Nov. 12 
Aero_from the Rec Center - No ent,.y Fee 
WiD Ticket. to the Circa • 
oaSJUNl&htNoy.ll1 
Team and Individual Games 
o~ ~'O-» ~eb. o~~ ~",e ~~ ~~~ o~c, c,y:' ",c, Ij,~ ~~., b. ~ o~e ( ~ ~ ~~~e ~~ ~~ ~e ~~ ~ ~. ' .... ' 
D' Daily Egyptian 
=,~". ~-\ ~ ~~ Sf~.rtB ~ ~~~f~ fi'rn ~ 
sm Arena -W- .~~., ;'Pi 
.. , ................................ -~ ......... . 
Ditka's heart aHack makes other coaches think 
Scripps Howard News Service 
When Chicago Bears coach 
Mike Ditka suffered a mild 
heart attack, his good friend, 
Denver Broncos coach Dan 
Reeves, said he was surprised. 
Reeves thought Di'.ka was 
the picture of heauh, a man 
who worked out daily. But all 
wasn't as it seemed, according 
~eEBd~~=~d.' chairman of 
"He was a prir.1e candidate 
for a heart attack," McCaskey 
!;8id. "He eats when he wants, 
drinks when he wants, smokes 
when he wants and sleeps 
when he wants. " 
Ditka's heart attack had his 
peers looking in mirrors. 
"Anybody in this business 
can identify with it," said New 
York Giants coach Bill Par-
cells. "I'm 30 pounds over-
weight, 1 drink coffee and 
smoke regularly ... that's really 
smart." 
Ditka is down but not out of 
jokes. After he was admitted to 
the hospital, the conversation 
with his cardiologist, Jay 
ACC tops list 
with 40 men 
in the NBA 
Unitl¥lPress International 
Want to play in the NBA? 
The numbers show the best 
way is to attend a school in the 
Atlantic Coast Conference. 
The ACC had 40 of its former 
players on NBA opening-day 
rosters with each school 
having at least three pros. 
North Carolina led with nine, 
ranging from superstar 
Michael Jordan to hanger-on 
Da vid Papson. 
The Big Ten had 38 former 
players on NBA rosters, 
followed by the Pac-l0 at 29, 
the Big East 24, Southeastern 
21 and Big West 20. 
UCLA and Notre Dame 
equaled North Carolina with 
rJne players. Indiana had eight 
while DePaul, Arkansas and 
N.C. State each had seven. 
A year ago, the ACC was the 
r~~ ~~u~e~~;~s~!I.P~~ 
the SEC, Pac-lO, Metro and 
Big Eight joined the group this 
season, thanks to rookies 
Vernon Maxwell of Florida, 
Greg Butler of Stanford, 
Randolph Keys of Southern 
Mississippi and John Starks of 
Oklahoma State. 
The Big East, Big Ten and 
Big West was one school shy. 
Connecticut, Northwestern 
and Utah State are not 
represented. 
P:~~i~ig ~:t~for~~~rei~~ 
Association, is the surprise 
entry among the pro 
producers. Nevada-Las Vegas, 
with four in the pros, is well 
known. But Pepperdine, Cal-
Irvine and Fresno State each 
has three in the NBA. 
HOME SWEET HOME -
The best way lor a state 
university to recuit is to keep 
the top talent a t home. 
Puzzle answers 
P E WS A S S T G A LAS 
A A A T T H E E o P I N E 
S I o E S H OW S o A ONE 
S II E A K E R T A L C NED 
T I II f S E II T 
P A I II S K I T S APT 
F A E T S R A C E S M A A 
l I R E A A Z 0 A S E R A 
AMI M A III II A T RIP 
TEA A A G 0 iI L E S S 
L 0 S E A I L 
P R 1111 C E S T 0 E l E S S 
l A S S 0 C l OW ,. A C T S 
C T E T A II T H A T 
E S 'jS R U E D , :c.j .IS 
"He was a prime candidate for a heart attack. 
He eats when he wants, drinks when he 
wants, smokes when he wants and sleeps 
when he wants." 
Alexander, went like this: 
Ditka: "Hey, Doc, who's 
going to tell me about my 
recovery and what I can and 
can't do?" 
Alexander: '" will. " 
DiOta: "Oh, yeah?" 
Alexander: "I can tell you 
never dealt with a Jewish, 
middle-class doctor from New 
York before." 
Ditka: "There's no such 
thing as a middle-class Jewish 
dcctor." 
Philadelphia coach Buddy 
Ryan ...ame under fire for 
admitting that he told one of 
his players to fake an injury to 
stop the clock against Atlanta. 
Free safety Wes Hopkins, 
-Ed McCaskey 
who missed most of the last 
two seasons because of a knee 
injury, might have gone too 
far. The emergency staff took 
him off the field on a stretcher. 
And Ryan says off:.cials 
ccndone 5u ... h Academy 
Award-winnioll" performances. 
"When the NFL officials 
come by and go over the rules 
with you - the whole team -
they say, 'Now, if you want to 
buy another timeout, you 
know, you have an injury and 
:!~~ tat!e :~m ::mT~fr ~~n~ 
!~t;c;her. You know, he limps 
How bad is*the AFC West? 
o~ .. ~ HAPPY HOUR It. A ~~(," 40~ Drafts '2.25 Pitchers .y~~.s'~ 
(3-9l ~/~ 
DERAILMENT NIGHT ""''>1 
60~ Dlafts '3.00 Pitchers 
foOs'oa\\ 25¢ Hot Dogs 
11 
\bO~ Deep Pan Pizza :P~l~ 1~,..r\U> I'IlEB DELIVIlR'Y Ys::\\Y""" At.~"''''itIJ 1148·8178 E>k:!orlc. 
(minimum order $5.00) 
12" 14" 16" 
small medium large 
Cheese $5.15 $7.65 $9.95 
1 ingred. $5.80 $8.50 $10.90 
add ingred. 
.75 .85 .95 
Sandwiches & Other 
Italian Beef or Sausage, BBQ Beef, served with pickle & chips 
82.95 
Wonton $1.00 
Egg Roll $1.00 
Pitchers $2.00 
611 S. ILLINOIS' On the Strip 
It's on course to set the mark 
for worst non-division record 
in history. The five teams are 
4-l7-1 (.214) out of the division, 
with 19 n(Y.'·AFC West games 
left. The 1984 NFC Central had 
an 11·28-1 (.2~j record. 
Down in Dallas: It has come 
full circle for the Dallas 
Cowboys. After years of being 
on. top, the Cowboys look like 
they did in 1960. 
The Cowboys are muddled in 
a seven-game losing streak. 
The last time the Cowboys lost 
that many in a row was 1960, 
when they went 0-11-1. 
C-Owboys coach Tom Landry; 
who feels the pressure of 2-8, 
remembers 1960 well. 
"We had a mix of a lot of 
yOUllg players who didn't have 
much of a future and old 
players who w"re on their last 
legs," he saic:.. 
He could have been talking 
about the 1988 team, which has 
'El players with three seasons 
of experience or less, and 
several veterans who won't be 
around next year. 
President Reagan showed up 
at the Cleveland Browns 
practice facility and threw two 
passes. The jokes flew as well. 
Backup quarterback Gary 
Danielson said it was the first 
time a Browns quarterback 
had thrown a pass without 
getting injured. 
. "He surpassed Don Strock 
as the oldest quarterback to 
throw a pass here," tight end 
Ozzie Newsome said. 
Detroit defensive end Reggie . 
~~ers, recovering from in-
Junes suffered in a car ac-
cident, was married in his . 
hospital room. Rogers, nursing 
two fractured vertebrae, faces 
three manslaughter charges 
for allegedly causing the ac-
cident while legally drunk. 
Mike Lansford, the Los' 
Angeles Rams kicker, tells 
how he lines up a kick in New 
Orleans: "I just pick out a' 
drunk behind the uprights, aim 
at him and hope it gets in. 
tb~." 
To The Voters 
of Jackson 
County 
"Thanks 
for Your 
Support" 
Don Ragsdale, 
Jacksrn County 
Coroner 
~ 
THE PLACE TO BE ALL WEEK LONGI 
TUB: AUlmportedBeere -1.10 
WED: Jungle Juice a: St08 .880 
THUll: Margaritae a: Coronae .880 
TUE., WBD., TBVR., 
Origlna13for J Happy Hour 
4-6pm 9-10pm 
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Origlnal3for 1 HapPIl Hour 
S·7pm 10-12 mJdn!ght 
SAT. 
Origlnal3for 1 Happy Hour 
10-12 mldnlght 
Entertabunent by WlDB 
529-3322 201 Washins- 'n 
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Ray Leonard wins 2 boxing titles 
LAS VEGAS, Nev. <UPI) -
Ray Leonard said he had a 
premonition he would be 
knocked down, and Donny 
Lalonde said he dreamed he 
would get knocked out in the 
seventh or eighth round. 
Leonard's psychic powers 
were right on the money; 
Lalonde needs a little more 
work as a soothsayer. 
Leonard got un from a 
fourth-round knoCkdown to 
stop Lalonde in the ninth round 
Monday night. The victory 
gave Leonard the World 
Boxing Council's light 
heavyweight (175 pounds) and 
super middleweight (168 
pounds) championships. 
"The past two weeks I had· 
this feeling 1 would be knocked 
down," Leonard said at a 
Tuesday news conference. "It 
was like a premonition, and it 
was haunting." 
Leonard said the thought 
flashed through his mind on 
the way to the ring and again 
when Lalonde came through 
"The past two weeks 
I had this feeling I 
would be knocked 
down. It was like a 
premonition, and it 
was haunting. " 
-Ray Leonard 
tberopes. 
"I thought, 'I'm not going to 
let it happen,'" hI'! said. "It 
was strange, all of a sudden, 
boom, I was down. 1 thought, 
'Good, it's over.'" 
Leonard turned the fight in 
his favor in the fifth round and 
put Lalonde down twice and 
out in the ninth. 
"I dreamed I would get 
knocked out in the seventh or 
eighth round," Lalonde said. 
"Going out to start the ninlli I 
thought, 'Don't go out and pull 
another Willie Edwards (a 
ninth-round knockout loss in 
1985)." 
Leonard, 35-1 with 25 
knockouts, became the first 
boxer to win established world 
titles in five weight classes. 
Thomas Hearns claims the 
same distinction, but his super 
middleweight victory Friday 
night over James Kinchen was 
sanctioned by the World 
Boxing Organization. 
Hearns and Leonard may 
settle their dispute next year, 
although Leonard says it is too 
early to name his next op-
ponent. He says two things are 
certain: he will not retire and 
he will not fight light 
hea vyweights again, 
"I can't (;,ive away that 
much weight anymore," said 
Leonard, who weighed in at 16S 
but claims 5 'h pounds came 
from silver dollars stuffed in 
his pockets. 
"Light heavyweight 
champions are another level of 
competition," he said. 
Bout should be big money-maker 
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UP!) -
Projected as the most 
".:crative pay-per-view event 
ever, Monday night's Ray 
Leonard-Donny Lalonde fight 
was supposed to be a financial 
windfall for all parties. 
On the morning after 
Leonard's ninth-round victory 
for the World Boxing Council 
light heavyweight and super 
middleweight titles, Leonard's 
lawyer Mike Trainer, said he 
is nearly certain the bout met 
monetary expectations. 
"It will be 72 hours before 
the numbers are known," 
Trainer said. "But just by the 
universe we went into 
\ Past trainer 
for Leonard 
misses fight 
LAS VEGAS. Nev. <UPI) -
Angelo Dundee, the trainer 
missing from Ray Leonard's 
corner for the first time in 12 
years, said he was glued to the 
television Monday night and 
was impressed with the 
winner. 
"Houston looked great," 
said Dundee, who from his 
Miami home watched the 
football game in which the 
Oilers beat the Cleveland 
Browns. 
Dundee, who split with 
Leonard over a pay dispute, 
said he heard about Leonard's 
ninth-round knockout of Donny 
Lalonde from friends who 
called his home. 
"Did Ray get hurt?" Dundee 
asked Tuesday morning. "I'm 
sorry he got busted up. But 
he's overcome that situation 
before, I wouldn't expect less 
of him." 
Leonard was knocked down 
and cut on the bridge of the 
nose in the fourth round. But 
he survived to win the World 
Boxing Council light 
bea vyweight an~ s~per 
middleweight champIOnships. 
"I had no juice to watch it," 
Dundee said. "I wouldn't feel 
comfortable watching it. I 
would be rooting for Ray. The 
kid did what he wanted to do, 
be got five world titles." 
Dundee refused to train 
Leonard for the Lalonde bout 
without a contract. He worked 
without a contract for 
Leonard's previous bout 
against Marvi:l Hagler and 
.,.'as upset with his $175,000 
~yday for that fight. 
• "If. I'm. only .\Vpr~. 1,3 .D~r-. 
cent of his purse, then maybe I 
don't belong," Dundee said. 
doubling the (available) 
households from 5 ~ million to 
11 million - if we do anything 
like they estimated, this has to 
be the most watched pay-per-
view card. 
"It's almost like a poll the 
way they do it. They take 
feedback from a few big sites. 
It's like the Nielsen ratings. I 
think the performance 
guarantees ($15 million for 
Leonard and $5 million for 
Lalonde) will be pretty much 
on the money, .. 
Caesars Palace, which paid 
between $7 million and $8 
million for Leonard-Lalonde, 
College Days in 
$227 without 
transportation 
reported a live gate of $7.5 
million. About 2,000 of 15,000 
seats were empty. 
"It was definitely a success 
for us," said Rich Rose, 
Caesars World sports 
president. "A lot of peuple paid 
a lot of money to see what 
many thought would not be a 
good fight. What they saw was 
a great fight. Ray Leonard 
made the attraction." 
Trainer, who worked as the 
promoter, said he is con-
sidering withholding a portion 
of Lalonde's take because af 
what he perceived to be a 
breach.af contract. 
Jan. 2-8 
$322 with motorcoach transportation 
('100 min, deposit Early Payment Discounts) 
~ 
ENTERPRIZES 
618-529-5904 
$2.09 
Pizza Pete's is located 
in the Big Muddy Room 
on the lower level 
of the Student Center. 
HOURS: 
10:30-2:00 
.. ~o_n~~Y~f.rj~i;iy' •.• 
Thanksgiving Bus Service 
RoundTrip: 
$35.00 - Northbound to Chicago & 
Champaign 
$25.00 - Decatur & Springfield. 
Tickets available on Tues., Wed., & Thurs. 
2:00 - 6:00 p.rn. 
on the Isl3nd above Klnko's 
for more Information Ca1l549-8287 
CARBONDALE 
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will dress 
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ENOUGH, from Page 28- STREAK, from Page 28----
can extend the pressure fur-
ther for a longer period of 
time. For the quick tempo 
game we want to maintain we 
need more guards." 
Herrin's assistant said the 
Sa]ukis' talent is beginning to 
show all througn the lineup. 
ones who left. We have an 
improved inside game which 
was at times weak last year as 
far as point production goes." 
Smitl: said the added talent 
is putting welcome pressure on 
everyone to perform. 
the only way to cure this is to 
win." 
Crouse said the Salukis' 
belief in one another is a big 
boost in pulling them through a 
difficult time. 
Wide receiver coach Greg 
McMahon said the team is 
fighting hard in practice and, 
despite the loss to the Bears, 
their attitude is good. 
"We are real disappointed 
we did not win on Saturday; 
"The only thing we have got but we are concerned about 
is the strength we get·from moving on' to next week,"" 
each other," Crousesaid~ McMahon said. "It might be 
"We're going to have to suck tough (to get over the loss) ,but 
up and go win a ball game. We we'll learn a lot about the team 
have to grab each other.; hands by' the way we approach it. I 
McMahon said the Salukis 
can take pride in the fact they 
played competitvely in every 
g;:; me except their 34-3 loss to 
Eastern Illil"lois. 
"The thing we can grasp on 
to is that we've been in every 
game we have played except 
maybe one," McMahon said. 
"T'lere is a very fine line 
between winning and losing. If 
~n k;:S :o~~tler~~e'~ 
"Where the talent is showing 
up first is greater depth 
throughout the dub," Smith 
said. "The players who have 
returned are improved and the 
new people are better than the 
GEORGE, 
and say we're going 1? do it. ',: think they'll respond well." 
* .. ¥¥¥-¥ .•••• ~,~¥;;..;,..¥:.:~ ~~' .~;~' ";~'i"~. '~.. /::-..... ~~. ~ !!IIII~[I!III_ ... ,._".. ... i .... " ~ 
iC -~rs Open at 8:00 pm- iC re, 
"Things came easy in 
practice to the first string 
offense last year, but this is not 
the case always this seeson," 
Smith said. "Over the long 
run, that is one of the things 
that will make us a better team 
because we have developed 
better daily work ~~~ts." : ~tline." 
from Page 28- ~ " , ,'iC ' ' 
iC ' ~ Our S.peclalty 
week he laces up his sneakers 
and goes on a twl>-mile jog that 
has been known to keep the 
Secret Service on its toes. 
.. ,) ~ We carry c~t::: 
'.~JIP iC furniture in 
The former Navy pilot has 
sea legs, too. He likes fast 
boats and counts deep-sea 
fishing as his favorite hobby. 
~ I~~ fiT' ~ s'tock!" 
iC I 1 ZTh flnnlversary Party iC ::- ~~ f 
: r • SATaRDAY "OY. 1 Zth· ~ 
And unlike most Americans, 
;~tb:if.~~n~r:~haJ11~; 
hlghlights come on, Bush stays 
up for the whole game. 
Perhaps the only fault in iC~) r Games, PrIzes, GIveaways iC m ert y!\!!.~ I DlS iC ~ FREECHAMPAG"E _iC~~-La---b----Ka~~~=.=~~~~=-~ ~:Sh~s~:~r:m~~is~~~~ ~ y CASBAH OPEN ALL NIGHT ~ Cat Health ::: ... CatFood 
Astros. Nothing ag2.inst the ~ Fantastic Floor Show! ~ Products m. ... ~:d~~~~~eb~ ~~~~~~ -tc iC 
f th .J... -Featuring the Southern .J...- 2 c: fish sale every a true appreciation 0 e ~ Illinois Repertory ~ 
game. iC Dance Theatre iC ~.~\ t5 F ISH NET 
We should count ourselves l' Showtime _ 9:00 pm ~ ~\c:c;, 
lucky, r suppose. After an, the ~ .J...- More than just a tisll store! 
outgoing president is a Cubs ~ c;; U arocH~'" 'O"h ~ Murdale Shopping Center 549. 7211 ~'~ ;fa~n. _~ ___ ~*~*~*~*~*:;:*~*~*~ji!!*~*~*::*::Do::*:!*~*~*~*!*::*~. ~============I"": 
SIUC/IEA-NEA 
Illinois EdUQtion Assoc~tion NEA 805A South University Carbondale, Illinois 62901 
Why I Support Collective Bargaining 
As the primary support staff of the University, the 
Administrative-Professional staff assists the faculty in providing our students 
with a well-rounded education. Although our goals may be the same, there are 
significant differences in the roles of faculty and staff with respect to our 
professional relationships with the student body. In addition, our salary 
structure, working conditions, criteria for evaluation of pelformance, as well as 
other areas, are different from those of the faculty. 
Since lEA came to SlU four years ago it has shown an interest and 
commitment to the unique issues facing AP's. This is evidenced by its support 
from the beginning of separate faculty and AP bargaining units, as well as its 
willingness to educate the campus about collectiv':! bargaining. UP on the other 
hand has made it clear that it is primarily interested in the faculty, and that it 
sees no distinction between the concerns of AP's and the faculty. 
UP claims to be the first "grassroots" bargaining agent on SIU's canlpus. 
UP has done little to assist the faculty and nothing for the AP staff. 
lEA has demonstrated that it is willing to provide the staff support to 
assist us in defining, and working on, the concerns of the AP staff as well as the 
faculty. lEA will continue to provide that kind of support following the election 
when we negotiate with the administration about the issues of both the 
faculty and AP staff. 
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Tennis coach impressed with tournament play 
By Megan Hauck 
Steff Writer 
Men's tennis coach Dick 
LeFevre is not unhappy that 
hi.> team did not fare weU at 
thf> Oak Hill InvitationaL In 
fact, after a slew of three-set 
matches against tough op-
ponents, he's rather im-
pressed. 
"We met Si)me reaUy tough 
people in the first round," 
LeFeVT1! said. "Maybe we 
should have met them in the 
final round instead." 
fI'ot aU was lost, though. 
Jairo Aldana, playing No.1 for 
the Salukis, lost both singles 
matches, but his opponents 
were "exceptionally good 
players," LeFevre said. 
Aldana, looking aheaCi to his 
last seme:;ter at SIU-C, lost to 
Andres Erikson of Arkansas, 6-
3, 6-3 before losing to Rod Gillis 
of Southwest Missouri, 6-7, 6-4, 
5-7 in the feedback round. 
The tournament included a 
feedback round for each of six 
singles and three doubles 
draws. In feedback rounds, 
players who lose at any stage 
of the draw may continue 
playing with those who have 
lost. Consolation rounds in· 
c1ude only those players who 
were defeated in first round 
competition. 
"Feedback rounds are more 
diffi-::ult than consolation 
rounds because you have a' 
higher level of player'," 
LeFevre said. 
Mickey Maule, playing in the 
No. 4 flight, lost to Rob Lit· 
tlefield of Southwest Baptist, 4-
6, 7-6, 6-2. Southwest Baptist is 
ranked fifth in the nation in 
Division II. 
Fabiano Ramos defeated 
Gilbert scores first-round victory 
LONDON WPI)- Brad 
Gilbert capitalized on early 
service breaks Tuesday to 
score a comfortable 6-4, 6-4 
victory over Britain's Andrew 
Castle in the first round of the 
$452.500 Benson and Hedges 
Indoor Championships. 
The 27-year-old from 
Piedmont, Calif., faced no 
pressure from Castle, who 
entered the tournament as a 
wild-card entry after the top 
three seeds withdrew. 
G~rt, a bronze medalist at 
the Seoul Olympics and ranked 
18th in the world, dominated 
the T1-minute match from the 
fifth game when be broke 
Castle with a forehand cross-
court pass. 
Castle, malting too many 
unforced errors, double-
faulted in the opening game of 
the second set and saved three 
break points in the third game 
as he tried to stay in the 
match. 
Castle, ranked 155th in the 
world, was given few op-
portunities to attack Gilbert's 
solidsel"\'e. 
Gilbert, varying the pace 
and angle of his delivery, faced 
one minor crisis with a break 
point against him in the fourth 
gante. CastJeJooked to have hit 
a winning backhand drive, but 
Gilbert produ.:ec: a forehand 
baH-volley return and a sur-
prised castle followed with a 
waywa:d backhand to let the 
American off the hook. 
"I feel I am playing well," 
Gilbert said. "I have improved 
a lot on my game for the last 
two months and it's the best I 
~~~ for a long time," 
Gilbert's second-round 
opponent will be West German 
qualifier Christian SaCf"-8DU, a 
6-1, 6-3 winner against 
Australia's John Frawley. 
In other first-round play, 
Soviet qualifier Alexander 
Volkov overpowered Joban 
Kriek of Naples, Fla., 6-2, 6-3: 
_!@!~ll Savings Spectacular 
~ KENWOOD" TEAC M!5t: S'1'ERIa 
Ct\RVER AIWA ® PIONECR ADVE\J' 
CClarion ~ harman.'kardon 
TheSpo_Spec_· 
Eastgate Shopping Center Carbondale 
Remember, if you are experiencing stress during 
this time of the semester. a simple saying ... 
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STUDENTS 
SEASON TICKETS 
ON SALE NOW 
ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE-, 
BRING ATHLETIC EVENT 
PASS AND VALID 
10TO PICKUP 
YOUR SEASON 
TICKET FREEl 
t{AI NURNBERGER 
ALL~MISSOURI v ALLEl CONFERENCE 
Sanah Chung of Southwest 
Baptist, 6-3, 6-3 and Dioln 
Joamou of SIU-E, 6-3, 4-6, 7-5. 
"Ramos has come on real 
strong," LeFevre said. "He's 
playing much better now than 
In doubles play, Ramos and 
Hime advanced to the finals 
but lost to Ricardo Hansson 
and Rod Zerni of Southwest 
Missouri, 3-6,2-6. 
at the beginning of the "There were some places in 
season." matches where, if we could've 
Juan Martinez, plagued by tak.en two points from 
knee problems for much of the anywhere in ttl' match and P'lt 
faU season, lost in the first them someplace else, we 
round to Ismawan Chamdani would have WOD the match," 
ofIowa State, 6-1, 6-4. LeFevre said. "I'm still very 
George Him~ also lost in the pleased with them. They 
first round to Nestor played some reaUy tough 
Priedekman of Arkansas, 4-6, players, and for the most ~rt, 
7-5 1i-7 our guys played real weu. 
r--------~--~~~----------~ I ~ Classic Car I 
I • -!.c~. Care I 
i· l/Z Price Detail ! I tompact Car 154.95 I 
I Medium Car '.4.95 I 
I Lomrge Can & Trucks 175.00 1 
I tOft Good Thru 11-19-" 529ose1.1. 
- --POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 
DEAN 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING &. TECHNOUJGY 
Applications and nominations are welcomed for me position of 
Dean of the CoUege of Engineering and Technology at Southf'm 
Illinois t lnivers!ty at Carbondale. 
QUAUACATIONS for the position include: 
·Demonstrated leadership skills. 
• Demonstrated commitment to high quality teaching and research. 
"Evidence of scholarly, productivity and professional service. 
"Rank of Full Professor within the SIU·C College of Engineering 
& Technology. 
COMPLETED APPLICATIONS 
include a letter at application, a cumculum vita, and three letters 
of recommendation. Application mus! be post marked or reach 
the Search Committee before Nov 23 ]988 Pertinent in-
formation should be sent to: 
Chair. Search Committee 
Office of the Vice Preslclent {or Academic Affairs 
and Research 
Anthony Hall 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale 
Body Basic Fashions 
Up to 80% 
off 
Low as $2.00 
Leotards, Unftards, Briefs 
Adults & Kids sizes 
Sale ends Sat" 11/12 
Always Available 
from: By Request 
Wholesale Prices 
Sweate", Pants. Tops, Dresses 
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Sports 
Rhoades' squad determined to end losing streak 
By David Gallianettl 
Staff Writer 
Dealing with a three-game 
losing streak is never easy. 
But it would seem the football 
team is not letting "ny streak 
get in the way of a stror.g 
finish. 
"We are a little frustrated 
right now because we know we 
should have beaten them," 
freshman Scott Gabbert said. 
"We're out there still working 
hard and we want to win the 
last two games. I think we are 
capable." 
Gabbert said it is a bit dif-
ficult to come back from the 
28-24 loss at Southwest 
Missouri last week. 
"We felt we should have 
beaten them convincingly, but 
we have to put that behind us," 
. -_ . .......,.---,4 
..... UQ 
. . :::',~~i/~£:Zi 
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Gabbert said. 
The freshman connected on 
19-of-31 passing attempts for 
230 yards, but had minus 4 
yards rushing. 
Gabbert said despite :.he 
disappointment I)f the loss, 
there were some things the 
Salukis could cling to for this 
week's game at Youngstown 
State. 
"We got a couple of big plays 
Senior Todd Krueger tries to pass against the 
pressure of sophomore David Busch. Krueger 
and Busch are both competing for center and 
forward positions on the squad. 
during the game and along 
with that we sustained a few 
drives 10 to 11 plays," Gabbert 
said. "We know we can put 
points uf on the board and we 
are stil working well as a 
team." 
On the season, Gabbert has 
hit 31-of-54 attempts for 57.4 
percent and 312 yards. The St. 
Louis native was moved up to 
the starting role after 
sophomore Fred Gibson was 
sidelined with a knee injury 
Oct. 22 against Northern 
Illinois. 
Senior nose tackle Brad 
Crouse said the onlv solution to 
the problem is a victory. 
"It is really rough," Crouse 
said. "We have got to come 
back and get some pride and 
See STREAK, Page 26 
Enough! 
Players tired of familiar faces 
eager to begin schedule play 
By David GallianeHI 
Staff Writer 
Although no offense is in-
tended, the men's basketball 
players are getting rather 
tired of looking at each other. 
U's time to move on. 
"I'm tired of playing against 
the same old guys day in and 
day out," senior forward 
Randy House said. "I'm ready 
to get ahold of some fresh 
people." 
House said he thinks the 
Salukis are ahead of schedule 
compared to last season. 
"I don't know if we are any 
better, though," the Benton 
native said. "We are into our 
offense and things are going a 
lot smoother than last season." 
The Salukis will square off 
for their second intra-squad 
scrimmage at 7:30 tonight in 
Du Quoin. House said the 
scrimmages are a welcome 
relief. 
"It breaks up the monotony 
of practice. If coach had his 
way we would play games 
every other day. It's nice to go 
out and play 40 minutes of 
basketball. It gives us a 
chance to see what we can do 
and what we have to work on 
both i(!dividually and as a 
team." 
Sophomore forward Rick 
Shipley agreed that the 
scrimmages 'ire a plus, and 
that the Sal..Jtis are mentally 
read} for the opening of the 
season. 
"Mentally I think we are, but 
physically I'm not sure," 
Shipley said. "We haven't had 
a lot of time to get into shape. 
"I think we are ahead of 
schedule, As far as the talent 
goes we are a better team 
because of that. It is a !ot 
slower because so many have 
to learn the offense. It was just 
me and Sterling (Mahan) last 
year, but this year it is half the 
team." 
Assistant coach Ron Smith, 
in charge of the Salukis' 
Basketball '88 
guards, said although the 
Salukis had to rely on Kai 
Nurnberger, Steve Middleton 
and Mahan last season, this 
year there \;; m,<>"" 1.<> 'Wo~·\<. 
with. 
"I don't see Jlree carr)lZl~ 
that burden this year," Smith 
said. "Nurnberger is pre-
season all-conference and 
unquestionably a leader. 
Freddie (McSwain) has 
tremendous talent. His 
quickness and athletic ability 
are valuable resources. 
"Sterling is playing wi!:] 
great confidance and is an 
explosive player. Someone 
who has suprised me in corr:.ing 
ait}ng fast is Kelvan 
(Lawrence). He shoots the ball 
well and picks up things 
quickly. 
"Matt (Wynn) has been 
stroking the three-point line 
and could be used against a 
zone almost any time." 
Smith said the depth at 
guard will be a benefit 
defensively. 
"It will provide us with the 
opportunity to extend our 
defense pressure as we have 
more guards ready to go out 
and play," Smith .said, "We 
See ENOU,';H, Page 26 
By George, sportsman heads for White House I Basketball insert 
coming Thursday Sports fans can relax. The 
real issue in this presidential 
campaign - Would Americans 
put a sportsman in the White 
House? - has been answered. 
The sports-minded voters 
picked Bush, a wise choice, 
considering his liackground. 
On topics like abortion, the 
budget, national defense, 
health care and taxes, the 
public always has had a 
divided opinion, But tell the 
electorate that a candidat~ 
likes to play ball, well, that's 
the kind of information that 
creates landslides. 
The president-eleet is a 
~ :', From the i 1 press box I '\ I
, I Troy 
, I Taylor 
fellow who not only is an 
unabashed baseball fan 
(which will come in handy 
when it comes time to play 
hard-ball with Congress) but a 
participant in several 
reerea tiona I acti vi ties, 
Bush's sports background 
goes back to his childhood. 
P"'~~ 2t. Dai:y Egyptian, November 9.1988 
when he aspired to be a major 
league baseball player. In his 
high school days at Andover 
:!:C~U:lI ~'i!::~~e:lI~occer, 
His sports career conJnued 
at Yale, where he served as 
captain of the varsity baseball 
team. Thus, Bush follows a 
growing tradition of presidents 
tha t were college athletes. 
Dwight D. Eisenhower was d 
football star at West Point, 
John F. Kennedy was a varsity 
swimmer at Harvard, Gerald 
R. Ford was the most valuable 
player on Michigan'S 1932 and 
!9SS championship teams, 
Jimmy Carter ran cross 
country at the U,S, Naval 
Academy, and Ronald Reagan 
played football at Eureka 
College. 
When it comeS to fun 'n' 
games at age 64, Bush is still 
active. His first priority in 
customizing the White House 
east lawn will be to install a 
horseshoe pit like the one that 
gets lots of use at the vice 
president's mansion. 
But Bush's fitness binge 
doesn't end there. He is an avid 
tennis player, and four times a 
See GEORGE, Page 26 
The Daily Egyptian 
will preview the up-
coming men's and 
women's basketball 
seasons in a special 8-
page i/lSert in Thursday's 
edition. 
Highlights of this 
coverage: 
The men's team boasts 
five newcomers, The 
women's team wants to 
bounce back from a 16-11 
season. Missouri Valley 
and Gateway conference 
races should be tight. 
